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Front Cover Photo.

Controlled burn off in Yirrkala with a full moon. Yirrkala is a remote community with approximately 800
(primarily Indigenous) people and a range of services including the Ranger office, the East Arnhem Shire
Council Animal Management Office, Laynhapuy Head Office, Art Centre and a number of homes. This is a
‘cool’ fire and lasted about 10 minutes. Telecommunications in this area have been variable. At about 11pm
September 2017 the attached 4G internet speed test result surprised and pleased our research group.
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Background/Introduction.

The intention of this research is to provide independent, reliable information on
communications products and services and conduct research into current and emerging
communications consumer issues and technologies.
The specific research questions are:
• How available, affordable, accessible and reliable are the current telecommunications
technologies?
• How do people currently use telecommunications technologies?
• How would people like to use telecommunications technologies?
• Are the differences in issues between urban, regional, rural and remote areas?
There is a paucity of scientifically evidence-based data available on internet and
telecommunications and this research will provide those data. The research will provide data
collected and analysed quantitatively and qualitatively to provide an evidence base for the
Broadband for the Bush Alliance (B4BA) and Northern Institute, Charles Darwin University
(CDU) to base their activities and inform future research to be undertaken by B4BA and
Northern Institute, CDU in collaboration with a range of organisations.
The B4BA is an alliance of organisations seeking to advance the digital capacity and
capability of Australians particularly in the regional, rural and remote areas. B4BA, with
assistance from the Northern Institute, CDU and support from the Australian
Communications Consumer Action Network (ACCAN) is doing research by case study to
evaluate people’s access to internet, telecommunications services and understanding of
accredited health services available via the internet.
A significant effort has been made to increase the availability of telecommunications services
in Australia over the past several years and B4BA is keen to evaluate the impact of this
investment. The first phase of this research was a national survey to capture peoples’ access
to, and experience of, telecommunications services across Australia. Initial discussions with
stakeholders suggested only a small percentage of people are satisfied with their
telecommunications services. Those that do have adequate internet are paying significant
amounts to telecommunication providers for the service. The second phase of the research
(the case study component) is detailed case study interviews and analysis. These are
presented in this report in two forms: 1) Summary of key points and quotes by each case
study participant and 2) Detailed transcripts of interviews are provided in Appendix A.
The overall aim of this research is to provide a scientifically based data set and report on
consumers’ experiences of internet and telecommunications. This research will inform
priorities for future research as well as policy and strategic activities of organisations such as
B4BA, ACCAN, and Regional Rural and Remote Communications Coalition (RRRCC).

Methods.

Volunteers for the case study component of this research were obtained through the B4BA
national survey (first component of this research), the B4BA Network and other B4BA
activities (such as the annual Forum). Volunteers from the survey were emailed information
about the research (see Appendix B) and if they responded, the researcher followed up with
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an email or phone call to discuss the project and arrange a suitable time and location for the
interview. A number of people were informed about the research through B4BA and
researcher activities (eg the Forum, presentations at conferences, Industry meetings) and
offered or requested to be interviewed for the case study.
Semi-structured interviews (Flyvbjerg, 2011; Bryman, 20012) were done by face to face
when possible and by phone. Notes were taken by the researcher/researchers during the
interview, typed up and returned to the interviewee/s for approval. Once approved the
interviews were formatted into a structured form (see Appendix A) with comments from the
interviewer highlighted in yellow. A summary of each case study was then produced with
key points and quotations presented in a one page format.

Results Summaries.

Twelve case study summaries are presented here in the portfolio with the full transcripts
available in Appendix A. Direct quotations from participants are included with quotation
marks.
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Case Study 1.

A mature married couple living greater than 50 kms from a regional city (Regional), wife has high
level professional employment, husband is a tradesperson. Wife was interviewed.
Item
Comment
Available in area: NBN Wireless, satellite, mobile phone and internet,
Telecommunications
landlines, some phone based internet.
summary:
Use: NBN Fixed wireless, mobile phone.
Quality and reliability: Intermittent mobile coverage outside house.
“NBN Wireless great if power not out or switched off in wet season and
when there are upgrades.”
Devices:
Internet use:
What’s working well:
Issues:

If there’s a problem:
If had better (faster,
more reliable,
cheaper) internet:
What do you want to
use internet for, but
can’t at the moment
How can
telecommunications
be improved:
Telehealth summary:
Improving access to
telehealth:

Value for money: “Absolutely.”
Ipad, Laptop computer and smart phone (iPhone).
Emails, document and video production, data analysis, online shopping,
paying bills, banking, television, iView, SBS on demand, YouTube, wifi
calling, Skpe, Messenger, video conferencing.
NBN Fixed wireless: “Taken a lot of stress out of life. Its working really
well and I’ve very surprised.”
Mobile coverage: Poor coverage on property, drop outs and no
reception in house.
Power outages: Loss of NBN. (Interviewee getting generator).
Security “need to be aware of security”.
History. Had a long history of poor service from Telstra and required
intervention via B4BA connections to get broadband. They had been
unable to get internet at home for 10 years. “Had a landline – but it
hasn’t worked for years.” “Person I know set up wireless internet
through NBN Co. Now use wifi calling. Contacted NBN – they came
out twice to access if possible to get wireless. Had to work on getting
wireless “possible’. I’ve been shocked how good it is!”
NBN: Upgrades or new modems have been a problem. “They just don’t
understand I live in a rural area.”
Lack of Technical understanding. Interviewee sought assistance from
B4BA.
“I call the service provider, but then call nbn local – then the problem is
fixed.”
She was very enthusiastic about taking up new technologies. “So good.”
“I would love to be at work “virtually” more.” She could do more cloud
based work.
Improved speed, expanded black spot program.
Knows what telehealth is, but does not use it. Would like more
information.
“More info about what we can access, linked to bulk billing.”
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Case Study 2.

Very remote family farm, two families in separate homesteads. Number of people can fluctuate between 15-20
to 30 with a transient population during the season.
Item
Comment
Available in area: HCRC/Radio telephone, Stars and NBN satellite).
Telecommunications
Use: All the above plus satellite phones, 2-way radio with VHF repeater station
summary:
and bore monitoring system, 6 NBN satellite dishes and connections on different
buildings/homesteads.
Quality and reliability: “When Stars network is down, NBN is fine and the
reverse. Stars is a lot quicker, but restricted as it’s a government satellite (from
my understanding) and only accessible for education/school room purposes, not
private or business use. Phone – on a scale of 0-10 (where 10 is reliable) would
say about 8 now, it has improved over the last 2 years, prior to that – would rate
at 3-4…Satellite services - mostly reliable. When its working its good.”
Value for money: “Comparatively over-priced.”
Mobile phones with wifi around homesteads, tables, ipads, computers.
Devices:
Business banking, emailing, education, training, social media. 6 NBN satellite
Internet use:
dishes and connections on different buildings/homesteads.
“Improved over the last 2 years.”
Working well:
Unreliable (radio) phones: Phones have been very unreliable but improved
Issues:
recently with only a 3 day outage last wet season. There’s still a ot of noise on
the line.
Reliability of satellite services: “Satellite – unreliable, very slow – then will be
quicker. Have the mobile phones turned on for wifi calling. Last couple of
weeks NBN has been very intermittent. Everyday rebooting modems,
sometimes have to turn off NBN box for 10 mins and restart.”
Life of radio phone “current radio phone HCRC only has 5 years of life….In 5
year’s time major failures are expected.”
Data Limit: Can’t stream media such as Netflix or YouTube as its used too
much of the data allowance - buying additional data is $5 for 1 Gb. “Everyone
under strict orders to reduce use, really conscious of this all the time. Do
updates during the night – off peak – 1am – 6 am.”
Phone: Has a Primary Contact person at Telstra. “Its only because of him that
If there’s a problem:
things have been moving forward and keeping parts in Australia. Satellite –
contact nbn local. Its too hard, too frustrating and too stressful to go through
normal channels. With nbn local person you know that he’ll do what he can.”
“Definitely be able to rely on YouTubes for instruction – machinery, animals.
If had better (faster,
Unfortunately, have to download in town for help. Would be one of the key
more reliable, cheaper)
things. Staying connected socially through social media platforms, watching TV
internet:
shows on iView … would be wonderful both on social and educational levels.”
“We do all our repairs, mechanics, electrical – everything done ourselves – so
What do you want to
YouTube and videos are a huge help. We could also optimise down time (eg on
use internet for, but
relaxing days) – could watch a movie, Netflix – not driving ourselves mad trying
can’t at the moment:
to watch the midday movie. Could do a lot more creative business, marketing
and promotional stuff with the various organisations I represent. Would reduce
stress eg for business. Can have stress because there’s no data on wages day to
do the bank transfers/pay wages. Would be like when you’re in town!”
“Telecoms – be important to have video telecommunications in normal data
Improvements to
access – want similar services to urban – more reliable and more quantity.”
telecommunications:
“Phone telehealth – have priority line if need to speak to a doctor. Ring Air
Telehealth summary:
Med – and if required, a doctor will ring straight back within a couple of
minutes. Video conferencing would be a lot better. Video conferencing
telehealth – would be absolutely useful.”
“Getting on email/website and organise a video conference would be very
Improving access to
useful. That would be incredible for remote cattle stations or any remote
telehealth:
people… Patients need to have the ability to book telehealth consults with
GP’s.”
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Case Study 3.

Single professional woman living on rural (Regional) property greater than 50 kms from regional city.
Two dwellings on property.
Item
Comment
Variable Availability in area: Mobile phone, ADSL and Fixed
Telecommunications
wireless (NBN).
summary:
Use: ADSL, Telstra mobile (3/4G).
Quality and reliability: Phone has poor reception, ADSL more
reliable.
Devices:
Internet use:
What’s working well:
Issues:

If there’s a problem:

If had better (faster,
more reliable,
cheaper) internet:
What do you want to
use internet for, but
can’t at the moment:
How can
telecommunications
be improved:
Section on Telehealth
Telehealth summary:

Final section
Other comments:

Value for money: Yes.
ADS, Smart TV, iPad, phone (wifi), Mac, Mobile: iPhone.
Mail, communications, banking, paying bills, social media, news
services, subscriptions, Netflix and Stan.
“ADSL good, mobile not good.”
Requiring and ABN to get access to ADSL: “This was the only reason
I got an ABN 6 years ago – so I could get ADSL!”
Outages: “When the landline goes out it’s a nightmare for Telstra to do
anything about it. Can be out for 2 weeks. Telstra service via phone is
appalling.”… “If ADSL goes out – all my telecoms have gone out.”
Poor mobile service: “Consistently unreliable.”
“It very frustrating. If its the landline, I try to contact Telstra using
mobile (prefer email or live chat). I don’t want to talk to Telstra – they
don’t want to put information in email and they do not want to provide
information. I have been to the Telecommunications Ombudsman about
the poor service from Telstra. The situation was rectified after
contacting the Ombudsman and I was happy with the result.”…
“They’re not technically competent. They kept asking me “are you sure
your light is on?” and other basic questions which indicated that they
were not technically skilled.”
“Pretty much the same as I’m doing, but when it doesn’t work it’s a real
problem and creates frustration.”
“It regularly gets a bit dodgy – sometimes so dodgy I can’t even run the
Telstra speed test!”… “Its my link to the rest of the world and the
community. I keep in contact with people all over the world, keeping in
contact with friends is really important.”
Reliability.

Is aware of telehealth and has used telehealth with good results. “Had an
ultrasound …and it was supervised by a specialist interstate. Specialist
talked to the doctor on site. Very impressed with the service. It was
great (my first telehealth consult).”
“Telstra don’t have the technical knowledge – particularly don’t
understand regional issues – they assume you’re ringing them from a
city!”
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Case Study 4.

Family on a very remote farming property greater than 100 kms from a regional town. Can have up to
10 staff at times. Two SkyMuster services (different RSPs), one in house and one in school house.
Item
Comment
Available in area: Radio (HCRC) telephone and SkyMuster, Foxtel.
Telecommunications
summary:
Use: HCRC – 1 line, SkyMuster. Used wifi calling more than landline,
Foxtel.
Quality and reliability: Phone very unreliable and poor quality,
SkyMuster more reliable.

Devices:
Internet use:
What’s working well:

Issues:

If there’s a problem:

If had better (faster,
more reliable,
cheaper) internet:
What do you want to
use internet for, but
can’t at the moment:
How can
telecommunications
be improved:
Section on Telehealth
Telehealth summary:

Value for money: No (particularly in reference to phone). “With Wifi
– we’re on the biggest plan you can get – getting more bang for my buck
with NBN!”
Laptop, desktop, ipad, iphone, printers, TV on Foxtel satellite. “Foxtel
is really good. It drops out in a storm but my NBN will still work!”
Water telemetry for bore monitoring, monitoring stock movements.
Business (cloud based) and personal use, communication, education.
“Wifi works great!” “My daughter livestreams 6 -7 hrs a day and we
haven’t had a day that it (SkyMuster) hasn’t worked!” “We even had
storms here the other day, and storms at the other end and we didn’t lose
connectivity at all!”
Phone quality and reliability. Phone calls are not clear, so uses wifi
calling.
Limited Service Providers: Telstra is their only option for the phone.
Poor service from Telstra. “We usually have to wait anywhere up to
4-6 weeks to get it fixed.” “The radio towers are so outdated”. “It’s not
just here that has problems…if the tower goes out…the whole area goes
out -we’re on the 2nd tower…so all the area goes out.” “Often have to
get family members to log the job for us.” “After 2 -3 weeks, we have to
get a family member to ring up and find out what’s going on. We’re not
advised in a timely manner about the progress on the repairs.”
“Internet – we have nothing to the outside world if both go down
together. Sometimes both go down.”
“Netflix! I should be using it! More entertainment. Works for me in
every other way. I use video conferencing often and very rarely do I
drop out.”
“Netflix! Steaming of entertainment. Not going over using data
allowance.”
“Telecoms – improved by installing newer technology..ie mobile phone
towers – because radio telephones are coming to the end of their life.”
Only heard of telehealth through this research and a presentation about
the research to our organisation. “It should be a compulsory thing for us
all to have access to.” “There is a need to educate us on where we can
get services…what’s available…how we can access.”
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Case Study 5.

Couple living in regional city with a person sharing their home. Husband interviewed. Have a coastal vessel
(40 tonne) for work in Papua New Guinea.
Item
Comment
Available in area: ADSL, NBN, mobile and land phones.
Telecommunications
Use: NBN (fibre to premise), satellite phone, internet through iridium phone, 2
summary:
mobile phones. AIS locator beacon on ship and crew. Private mesh network.
Quality and reliability: Good.
Value for money: “NBN – figured out how to deliver more data and speed doubled for same price – I was pretty happy with that.”
Mac laptops (2), Mac desktop, PC laptop, 2 smart iphones. “Product that has a
Devices:
device that clips on vest – if out of phone range can use the phone with the app.
Go Tennar – creates your own mini-cellular network when off the grid.”
“Video conferencing is far more important in my life than I thought! Family
Internet use:
members FaceTime or Skype from the age of 1!...has made a massive
difference.”
“Everything does what I want it to at the moment, so am happy.” “NBN
What’s working well:
connection continues to improve and surprise me!”
Backhaul: “Connecting to other countries and our overseas cables.” “We have
Issues:
good quality connectivity to Japan, NZ and west coast of USA, however, our
connections to Singapore and other Asian countries are extremely poor.”
Latency is a problem for online gaming. One issue with iinet: Re-routed
through 5 different places before the Eastern states resulting in ping >1500!
Cost: “Cost of Telstra is a challenge.” “Satellite internet through iridium
phone – but separate package, most expensive internet on the planet! Some
areas I work overseas there’s nothing else.” “Iridium satellite - $1 Mb!”
Lack of cheaper mobile internet service for vessel.
Quality of Service. “One of the most critical issues of the past year has been
the concept of net neutrality. America has legislated neutrality. And that is all
internet traffic is treated equally.” Is concerned about preferencing and the lack
of legislation to cover network neutrality.
No problems except with service from Optus (previous RSP). Now uses iinet.
If there’s a problem:
“I email issues through and advise them that I’m a remote person – now tell
them when it happens and how to fix the problem and they fix it.”
Would do VR gaming as need better ping and bandwidth for VR gaming.
If better internet:
“NBN needs minimum level of connectivity (bandwidth) for citizens and
How can
government services – need access to a basic service for everyone. Wouldn’t
telecommunications be
mind if there was a levy like Medicare – and if a person wants better services
improved:
they pay extra. This is a digital inclusion conversation.” “Need solid
telecommunications working effectively.” “Fibre can be upgraded just as
cheaply as mobile.”
Has used telehealth effectively. “Pretty happy – just want it to work!”
Telehealth summary:
Medicare number availability and removing the training impediment for
Improving access to
clinicians. “Diagnosis in Australia is quite poor generally – often don’t detect
telehealth:
cancer.”
“The only way that this can all be undone is if we stop supporting NBN. Both
Other comments:
sides of Federal government have shown interest in only doing 5G network. If
you move the funds we are putting into 5G into fibre we could have same QoS
for much cheaper and sustainable price than over a 5 G network. People like to
forget only a limited amount of radio bandwidth is available –all wireless
technology operates in the radio spectrum – we’re already at upper limit of
power they can give out without giving everyone cancer!”
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Case Study 6.

Rural regionalas 15 kms from a small town and 100 kms from a town with 50,000 people. Husband and wife on
farming property with 2 businesses.
Item
Comment
Available in area: SkyMuster, Fixed wireless, landlines, mobile in some areas,
Telecommunications
but not on property.
summary:
Use: 2 landlines with Telstra, SkyMuster satellite with 1 port in use.
Quality and reliability: “With chasing and monitoring they aren’t too bad.
2006 had to really chase Telstra. 2012 had 385 days continuous faults on both
phones”
“Pretty happy with SkyMuster. Speed and reliability much better. Ability to get
data is a huge jump forward for us.”
Value for money: “SkyMuster should be cheaper as its not comparative to
what we’d be paying in a Metro area.” “Other line – went from $23 to $30 a
month – which annoys me…if people can’t afford phones it’s a 30% increase!”
Handsfree telephones (2), plus standard Telstra phone that works when
Devices:
electricity fails, 2 desktop computer, 3 tablets, 2 mobile phones (used when
travelling).
Emails, web browsing, internet banking, stock broking, travel and travel
Internet use:
research, cloud accounting and banking, information from banks and business
use.
“Main benefit is the speed…big improvement when we changed to Skymuster.”
What’s working well:
“Not having drop out issues on SkyMuster – so no problems.”
Old technology: “28 Faults on the line in 2012 – it was lead cabling – not
Issues:
copper – so probably pre 60’s technology.”
Inaccurate information from Telstra: One of the local towers was only
facing 2 ways but supposed to be 360 degrees. Telstra advised that it wasn’t
supposed to be 360 degrees and would not resolve the issue. It took 3 years and
a lot of work by the interviewee to have this issue resolved.
Keeping email addresses: “Optus didn’t have a system that you could keep
your email address, which was a problem.”
Inability to get bundle because not in mobile area: “There’s an inability to
get a bundle because we don’t have mobile coverage! This is a Telstra issue –
but is possibly a problem with other providers as well.”
Lack of mobile phone coverage especially in a fire situation.
Monitoring of Priority Assistance Customers: “Telstra don’t monitor lines to
see if they are working…it’s a big issue in rural areas”.
Emergency Services: “I raised this issue with Emergency Services WA – tells
where bush fires are in the area. Whenever you go on satellite – it flags location
as NSW – and reports there are ‘no fires in your area’.” RSP is based in
Sydney.
Emergency services 000 – we need to make sure that the address is the real
address not where their internet service is.
After 5 pm at night, can’t get any service from the RSP. As a priority customer
If there’s a problem:
is unable to log service fault reports by email or web (has to be by phone).
Could do webinars and videos.
If had better (faster,
“Reliability isn’t an issue, but being faster and cheaper would be better.”
more reliable, cheaper)
internet:
Webinars and videos.
If had better internet
Improve speed, cheaper price, provide more data, improve reliability of phones,
How can
fix fault reporting issues and improve fault rectification times. “There needs to
telecommunications be
be an online fault report capability so we have another method for logging a
improved:
fault.”
Has heard of telehealth, but has never used telehealth. “Don’t think we’ve got a
Telehealth summary:
lot of use for it – we have good medical services in our local towns.”
“NBN – life of system is not clear.”
Other comments:
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Case Study 7.

Rural/Regional couple on farm in sheep/cattle country. Husband is an artist – communicates with people all
over the world as a marketing tool.
Item
Comment
Available in area: SkyMuster, land-lines with ADSL, but no NBN wireless.
Telecommunications
Some of the local people have a small wireless (Wireless4U /OOKI) with
summary:
repeaters on people’s properties – not mainstream,
Use: Sky Muster, 4G wireless calling on Optus mobile phone, which can be
used as a hot spot for our other mobile devices.
Quality and reliability: Mobile phone is reliable. SkyMuster varies.
Value for money: “It irks me that we don’t have access to the same services as
city people, we pay more for data, can’t stream TV or watch movies”
2 Smart phones (not iphones), 5 ipads, 3 laptops plus 1 desktop computer, smart
Devices:
TV not connected to internet service due to data usage issues.
Business, study, personal, social media for business, shopping. “On it all the
Internet use:
time other than when we’re in the paddock or doing something else. It’s our
primary form of communication.”
“We now have enough data so when SkyMuster doesn’t work we can still get
What’s working well:
fire updates, etc through linking the phone data with our other mobile devices.
We also have a phone app on our Ipads so if the phone tower goes out due to
bushfires we can still make phone calls if we have power and Skymuster is
working. We feel secure having 2 services (Skymuster and 4G).”
Lack of options: Area suitable for Wireless…”but in the end the provider
Issues:
advised that “If you want to be connected need to have satellite dish –
SkyMuster. The deal was that we had to give up the landline”
Lack of information: Not informed about options available in area.
SkyMuster drop outs: “SkyMuster has been reasonably good but affected by
storms and hot weather…. drops out, it will drop out intermittently once or twice
a day... SkyMuster is unreliable.”
Need additional data allowance for autistic grandchild: “Being on-line is his
life! If he can’t use the tools available to him on-line he is cut off from the
world. He can’t do the things he needs to do to develop.”
Managing the data “is frustrating and sometimes it becomes a debating point
“Who is using the data?””
Future of NBN: We have been told by Politian’s NBN is the be all and end all
(what you’ve got now is what you will have – there’s no other plan for the
future).
Puts up with the daily short outages, but reports major outages and are resolved
If there’s a problem:
within days.
Education, business, more video contact for marketing, medical/health,
If had better (faster,
entertainment. “Should make services available for patients via the internet.
more reliable, cheaper)
Can’t really conceive all that we could do with it.”
internet:
“More simple information or more information about what’s available – not just
How can
technical things. You have told me a lot of things that I didn’t know about – and
telecommunications be
I have informed the local community. Allow people to make choices….access to
improved:
more data and faster internet. Internet is the primary communication tool.”
“More needs to be done about telehealth.”
“This is wonderful work, but it’s a shame there that this work has to be done.
Other comments:
Politicians aren’t recognising commercial opportunities and benefits of good
internet and communications to the bush.” “The fact that so much lobbying has
to go into acquiring these changes makes you feel that rural people are second
class citizens. If only governments could realise the economic and
environmental potential of excellent internet access to the whole of
Australia…Rural people have plenty of ability which is being restrained by
access to good communication and online education.”
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Case Study 8.

Remote, family farm 300 kms from a major regional centre with two properties, one for workers.
Item
Comment
Available in area: Phone (radio), satellite internet, satellite TV & Radio & Pay
Telecommunications
TV AM Radio.
summary:
Use: 2 lines HCRC Microwave telephone plus tower, 2 homesteads, both with
“SkyMuster satellite dishes – internet is pretty good. VHF Tower – for internal
use, 2 x satellite phones – for emergencies – that we pay high rental for.”
Quality and reliability: “Not too bad really…except when it doesn’t work, and
then the repairs can take a while.” Telephone fails 3 – 4 times pa.”
“In Sept 2017 – 11 days of outages over 2 weeks. Not consistent outages –
issues can vary eg we couldn’t ring out, but people could ring in….Having
internet as back-up is good.” Satellite is “not too bad”, but gets slow or drops
out for half an hour quite often. Not always told when work is being done on
system. Downloading can vary due to weather (cloudy or windy).”
Value for money: “Yes, I suppose.” Is concerned about the higher cost of
satellite compared to services available in town.
“Laptops, smart phones (i-phone 7+) on wifi, 2 x ipads, smart TV at our house.
Devices:
The staff at the other house would use smart phones.”
Email, on-line book-keeping, shopping, business applications, industry specific
Internet use:
data bases, research, entertainment, communication, checking weather, firefighting databases, downloading business forms, Netflix, iView. “Use Facebook
for keeping in contact and communicating with people.”
“All working well for us at the moment…NBN tend to have short outages.
What’s working well:
Satellite can be more easily fixed remotely.”
Concerned in regards to being forced to move to a satellite phone: “Now we
Issues:
have 2 different technologies, so that’s good.”
Installation: “The installation was a pain….Another property had 4 different
installers to do 4 installations on the property! …That’s wasted time, fuel, and
there were more people on the roads…We had 3-4 cancellations over 6 months”.
They had an installer come from a coastal town from another state in a 2 wheel
drive ute without any direct communication with the installer.” Interviewee
raises safety concerns about this as this is a very remote property.
‘Can make calls over wifi using wifi calling, but can’t send texts. This is a
problem as we are often required to receive a SMS message for security and
verification purposes – so this is a serious issue for us. We’re not the only
people complaining about this issue. It came up at a recent conference.”
Phone outages can be quite lengthy. “In this area can get incessant clicking in
the background. If you complain too much you get given a satellite phone.
Phones need to be more reliable.”
Slow internet: Husband gets very frustrated at times when satellite connection
is slow.
Does some basic trouble shooting, then emails RRadio support people. Has not
If there’s a problem:
had any reportable issues with SkyMuster.
“Our desire to download is increasing as our ability increases. If I had unlimited
If had better (faster,
– would not have problems with it getting slow because we’ve gone over our
more reliable, cheaper)
allowance.” “Don’t know what you don’t have or what I’m missing out on.”
internet:
Needs to be more informed about outages and repairs. Unlimited and cheaper
How can
internet. Better reliability.
telecommunications be
improved:
“Telling people about it would be useful!”
Improving access to
telehealth:
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Case Study 9.

Rural Regional; husband and wife living greater than 50 kilometres from a regional city.
Item
Comment
Available in area: Telstra mobile, NBN.
Telecommunications
Use: Mobile phone x 3, waiting for NBN Wireless to be connected.
summary:
Quality and reliability: “I don’t have a problem, my phone works perfect, but
don’t know about NBN until its connected. In the old place, NBN was good at
the old place 95% of the time, sometimes a bit slow.”
Value for money: “No, because the speed isn’t efficient enough. We don’t get
what we pay for. We pay for 25 down, 5 up, and we only get 1.5- 2! On the
phone we get 29.71 Mbps download 4.56 up! 67ms latency.”
3 smart phones (1 iphone, 2 Samsung), smart TV,1 laptop.
Devices:
Netflix, browsing, communications, connect phones to save phone data, smart
Internet use:
TV, social media.
Mobile phone is good, and the movies on the smart TV are good.
What’s working well:
Issues:

If there’s a problem:
If had better (faster,
more reliable, cheaper)
internet:
What do you want to
use internet for, but
can’t at the moment:
How can
telecommunications be
improved:
Telehealth summary:
Improving access to
telehealth:

Cost of phones.
Buffering.
Installation: Interviewees have already had a number of days off work to try
and get the NBN Fixed Wireless installed. Telstra provided the wrong contact
number to the installer and cancelled installation because they had not picked up
the modem. Telstra did not send a modem and a new modem wasn’t required as
interviewees already had the modem (they bought it as part of their package).
At the time of writing this report, the situation is still unresolved.
Happy with the phone except for the cost. Has been unable to get NBN
installed.
“Properly, the way it should be used. Wouldn’t be waiting for buffering and
waiting for downloads. I love Netflix. Have issues with download. Its new to
us.”
Downloading games like Xbox – running live over internet.
Better internet speed, reduced costs. “Costs too much especially for people on
communities – are governments going to fund it?…for the wider community? It
can’t be provided for free because Telstra would go under…ACCC should look
into this.”
Interviewees had heard of telehealth but had not used it.
“Being on a video conference rather than phone - 000 would be much better –
the person could see what was going on using Telehealth! Would be a much
faster service – they wouldn’t have to ask so many questions to work out what is
wrong with the patient! The person calling 000 is often distraught and
panicking - diagnosis would be much more accurate and faster using telehealth –
they don’t have to ask the distraught person what’s going on, while their person
is dying! Person panicking wouldn’t necessarily be able to listen because
they’re panicking. If we used telehealth there would be a lot less waste of
ambulance services.
Telehealth should be free for communities and rural people.
What about people that live on the street? – all they’ve got is their phone…if
they had a medical condition there should be an app on their phone to
videoconference to whomever they need to.
Services talking to each other would be good! Would be a lot less Ambulance
calls out as the videoconferencing would provide better information.”
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Case Study 10.

Urban, family with son in large urban city suburb 8 kms from city centre. Interviewee works in the city (CBD).
Item
Comment
Available in area: Mobile, Telstra or Optus HFC phone, cable TV.
Telecommunications
summary:
Use: Home broadband internet, Optus HFC {hybrid fibre coaxial} network,
plus landline – depends on power for phone. If the power goes off, the phone
does not work. 120 Gb – not NBN. 2 x Mobile services with Optus. NBN almost
here.
Quality and reliability: Contention problems during peak periods, internet
drop outs during day, mobile phone works at home, but is unreliable at work.

Devices:
Internet use:

What’s working well:
Issues:

If there’s a problem:
If had better (faster,
more reliable, cheaper)
internet:
What do you want to
use internet for, but
can’t at the moment:
How can
telecommunications be
improved:

Value for money: “They’re essential now. There isn’t any option. Doesn’t
seem to be a lot we can do about it. Mobile phone services - probably not.
Home internet – don’t know. They’re just something you have to pay. Not a
discretionary item. It’s a cost of living.”
Surface pro, Mac Book, 2 mobile phones, Digital Television (not on internet),
Apple TV Box, Sonos Speaker System that works through wifi – rather than
Bluetooth old landline touch phone (for power outages).
“Netflix, music, son does his school work, I work from home on occasions
(web-based work), creative cloud – I do artwork, use Adobe suite, iCloud for
photo storage, keeping in touch with friends and family, email, keeping up with
news, Spotify for music, YouTube, son does gaming when he’s allowed.”
When the internet is working well, its fantastic! When working from home in
the morning – it can be very fast and work very well. Listening to podcasts –
great that I can listen to BBC World Service – it’s really fascinating.”
Mobile doesn’t work in the office in the middle of the City CBD but 4G at
home is OK. Often defaults to wifi network at work. Mobile wifi very
intermittent at work.
Contention - Internet can be better some days than others. If it’s a cold
Sunday, you can tell everyone stays at home watching Netflix and the service is
much worse. Often fails in the middle of the afternoon on those days.
Internet is not available consistently through the home and often the
connection moves to the 4G services, resulting in higher mobile bills. “Wifi
around house is the most frustrating.”
“Buying tech can be over-whelming. I tend to buy what I bought before
because it’s reliable. They are significant purchases – so am thoughtful about
quality and that its going to look good and last.”
“Interface with service provider is terrible…They’ve hung up on me. I’ve
given up trying to speak to a human so have to go to on-line chat. That’s a
problem if the internet is not working!”
Uses online chat and, although not always successful, is better a better service
than by phone.
“Probably in a similar way. Wouldn’t integrate house to internet - not a fan of
fully internet connected homes. Could be more efficient with respect to work if
internet was better. Working more efficiently from home.”
“Nothing additional, but could work better (more efficiently) without the
frustration!”
Cost and reliability.
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Case Study 11.

Young person (between age 18-20) in a rural regional area, greater than 50 kilometres from
the regional city. Interview by phone with parents’ permission. Interviewee works in nearby
regional area as an apprentice.
Item
Comment
Telecommunications Available in area: Telstra mobile, NBN.
summary:
Use: Wifi with phone, TV for Telstra TV and Netflix.
Quality and reliability: Has drop outs and slow download and
uploads at home.

Devices:
Internet use:
What’s working
well:
Issues:
If there’s a problem:

If had better (faster,
more reliable,
cheaper) internet:
What do you want to
use internet for, but
can’t at the moment:
How can
telecommunications
be improved:

Value for money: Yes, “I’m only spending $144 a month and
get 120 G of data!”
Samsung smart phone, TV.
“Mostly Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, YouTube, Netflix, and
Messenger and ANZ banking app – I use that every day!”
Features work well, except for drop outs at home.
Drop outs at home.
“Haven’t really had any problems, except when I got the new
phone, took 24 hrs for the sim to activate. Telstra. Went to large
regional shopping centre to set it up. But text messages wouldn’t
send for 24 hours! It was really weird…it was. Made me so
angry!”
“Probably the same way I do now…I’m on the phone 24/7.”
“That’s a hard one, everything works for me, its not like I can’t
use it.”
“Making services more reliable, making it so people who live
rural actually can have good reception…I only have a little
spark…just one triangle!
Cheaper would be good.”

Section on Telehealth
Hadn’t heard of telehealth. The researcher explained what
Telehealth
telehealth was and interviewee would like more information: “I
summary:
guess so, I might need it one day.”
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Case Study 12.

Couple with children running a medical practice in a rural remote town. The practice is separate from
the family home. They have lived in very remote areas in the past.
Item
Comment
Available in area: Landlines, ADSL, mobile phone, no NBN.
Telecommunications
summary:
Use: Landline, mobile phones, ADSL2.
Quality and reliability: Phones ok, but internet is poor and unreliable.
“Over a 6 month period we were regularly getting under 1 Mbps.”

Devices:
Internet use:
What’s working well:
Issues:

If there’s a problem:

If had better (faster,
more reliable,
cheaper) internet:
What do you want to
use internet for, but
can’t at the moment:
How can
telecommunications
be improved:
Section on Telehealth
Telehealth summary:
Improving access to
telehealth:

Value for money: “Cost would be ok if it was a good and reliable
service.”
3 iphones, 9 laptops, 5 desktops, 1 tablet plus 5 desktops, 2 servers, ipad
and 2 laptops (some at clinic, some devices used at home and at clinic).
Telehealth, education, downloading reports, entertainment at home.
“We’re happy with the phones, but not broadband (ADSL).”
Lack of access to additional ADSL connections: “It’s a constant
battle to get on to ADSL - people can’t get new connections. We don’t
have NBN here yet.”
GP Registrar was unable to do required training for 4 months.
Poor quality and unreliable broadband: Downloading and uploading
impede ability to do telehealth and maintain software updates.
Seasonal contention issues: Population increases (8-10 times) in
holiday periods resulting in serious contention problems.
Mobile reception: Phone coverage limited to approximately 5 kms
from town.
Poor service from Telstra: “I’ve been asked to run a speed test…and
its been slow…and they ask why is it taking so long to download the
page! I respond “that’s why I’m having this conversation with you!”
It’s ridiculous! We just have to wait and go through the process.”
“It would just make things a lot easier and more efficient and reliable at
work.” “But currently its really hit or miss.”
More entertainment at home without the frustration of buffering.
Migrate systems to the cloud, including backups. “We’d be a lot more
open and enthusiastic (about these options) if the internet was faster and
more reliable.”
“Fibre optic to house would be awesome – a first class system would
great.
The old copper wire was never designed for broadband.” “If it (internet)
still has to come through that old copper system its going to be ordinary
quality.” “Reliability, download and upload need to be improved.”
Provides telehealth but needs better broadband to do telehealth reliably.
“Access to telehealth could be improved by having willing, distant
doctors who are motivated to form relationships with communities and
be available.” Support and funding needed for patient-end coordination
and facilitation.
“We provide successful high quality telehealth and I can see why it’s
working.”
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Appendix A. Case study transcripts.
Case Study 1. Mature married couple living greater than 50 kms from a regional city
(Regional), wife had high level professional employment, husband is a tradesperson. Wife
was interviewed.
Item
Telecommunications
summary:

Comment
Available in area: NBN Wireless on some blocks, mobile
phones and internet, landlines, some have phone based internet.
Use: NBN Fixed wireless, mobile phone (but doesn’t work in
house – have to find a location on property that can get reception.
Had a landline – but it hasn’t worked for years.
Quality and reliability: Mobile drops in and out, have to chase
connectivity. NBN Wireless great if power not out or switched
off in wet season and when there are upgrades.
Value for money: Absolutely.

Devices:

Ipad, Laptop computer and smart phone.

Internet use:

Important work emails, making things such as videos, word
documents and power points, analysing data, online shopping,
paying bills, banking, television, iView, SBS on demand,
YouTube, wifi calling, Skpe, Messenger, Video conferencing.

What’s working
well:

NBN Fixed wireless: Person I know set up wireless internet
through NBN Co. Now use wifi calling. Contacted NBN – they
came out twice to access if possible to get wireless. Had to work
on getting wireless “possible’. I’ve been shocked how good it is!
I can work from home now, can download, decent cloud service,
access information I never had before. Now I can be more
responsive, more creative. I can communicate with family and
work. I can work at 2 am if I want to! I don’t miss out on things.
Taken a lot of stress out of life. Its working really well and I’ve
very surprised.

Issues:

Mobile coverage: Have to chase mobile coverage on property,
drops out. In the cyclone had to drive up to the highway, stand on
top of the ute just to get emergency messages. Sometimes could
make phone calls but it was intermittent/not reliable. It was very
important to get texts and send text messages.
Power outages: My biggest fear is when we lose power – lose
everything (in a power failure) unless I can connect to power in
the car or tractor – lose everything. This causes a great deal of
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stress. What would I do if someone had a snake bite? Or a car
accident?
I also have a responsibility to care for my staff. What if
something happened and I could have helped in the cyclone, or if
a car rolled over on the highway? In the wet season when staff go
on field trips and something might go wrong – I worry about that
a lot.
Emergency issues. I do worry about privacy, eg not taking things
home, managing passwords, have good security, haven’t been reusing passwords, haven’t text outside our block need to be aware
of security.
History. A lot of problems in the past. After many years of
asking for internet from Telstra– told it was possible, then it
wouldn’t be possible. Have been trying to get hooked up for 10
years! I lost confidence. It took a friend to advocate on my
behalf with her technical knowledge to refute their statements. A
lot of problem solving involved. It took intervention from
Regional Manager (nbn local) to get connected to fixed wireless.
It was an adapted model. Took a lot of patience and someone
with know-how and persistence as I didn’t understand nbn and
telcomms. So I would have given up.
Before, I used to write the email inside the house, go outside,
make a connection with mobile phone, , check email was sent,
download other messages, then go back inside…There was no
way I could make a video call. I wasn’t able to work from home
before eg couldn’t download large files. Now I can do all of these
things.
NBN: Upgrades or new modems have been a problem. They’ve
tried to send to house, but we have no mail delivery to house, but
they still send to the address. Then I have to argue with the local
post office. They just don’t understand I live in a rural area. I’m
still arguing about returning a modem.
Technical understanding: I don’t have the understanding about
the difference between nbn and the teleco. But that has improved.
If there’s a problem:

I call the service provider, but then call nbn local – then the
problem is fixed. Still have the problem with the RSP about
getting modem deliveries. But the actual service is brilliant.

If had better (faster,
more reliable,
cheaper) internet:

So good.
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What do you want to
use internet for, but
can’t at the moment
How can
telecommunications
be improved:

I would love to be at work “virtually” more. Virtual reality, more
cloud based work, more efficient and more trusting. I’m
concerned about security, but also keep 2 copies of everything.
Will learn over time know what I could do. Would love to find
out.
Maybe speed could be improved.
I work an 18hr day and drive in and out to work. I don’t sleep a
lot. If I can organise activities from home is a life changing
situation.
Black spots – every 60-70 kms – would mean that you are less
than 1 hr away from contact and you’re able to download.

Section on Telehealth
Telehealth
summary:
Improving access to
telehealth:

Knows what telehealth is, but does not use it. Would like more
information.
More info about what we can access, linked to bulk billing.
Would be a problem if it costs more.
Access to specialists would be good.
Lots of things we could get eg homecare. Eg if doing a dressing
you could show you’ve done it right. Could possibly stay at home
longer when get older or have issues.
Wrt domestic violence – could get support how and when need it.
From home – don’t know how to access telehealth, eg GP
consults and costs are an issue.
Wrt security – need to be confident in security.
Would be great for migraines. Getting scrips and medications.
When have a migraine, have to call up the GP - he knows me and
will provide the relevant script, but it’s a long way to drive to the
GP when you have a migraine. If I could do the GP consult at
home and then have the script sent to the pharmacy, I could
possibly pick up the script ( pharmacy is a lot closer than the GP)
or organise someone to pick up the script for me. Its getting to the
GP that’s the problem – it’s a long way.
Greek comments - Ethno sensitive care. (Talking about a
colleague) Her father had been in hospital – she did translations.
Improved the experience. She essentially spent most of her time
at the hospital. She wrote words for the staff in his own language.
Translators could provide that kind of support.
Having a translator could:
•
•
•

Improve care
Improve life quality
Could stay at home longer
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•

Carer can provide support from home.

This could be part of the telehealth services.
More difficult the person’s situation, the more video conferencing
could help.
Its hard to manage these systems at the most difficult time of your
life.
Integrate systems and be culturally sensitive would be good.
As fingers get arthritic, and we get older, will need more
assistance.
Most people leave their block due to health issues - would enable
people to stay in their homes longer.
Final section
Other comments:

How do I get these things up? (Referring to telehealth and better
access to telecommunications).

Would you like a summary of the final project report, the final report or updates?
Yes.
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Case Study 2. Very remote family farm, two families in separate homesteads. Number of
people can fluctuate between 15-20 to 30 with a transient population during the season.
Item
Telecommunications
summary:

Comment
Available in area: These are the only services available to us
(HCRC/Radio telephone, Stars and NBN satellite). No mobile, no
fixed wireless, no fibre.
Use: HCRC (High Capacity Radio Concentrator) Landline
telephone (Radiophone), NBN Sky Muster internet service (6
dishes on 6 buildings), Stars satellite through Education
Department. Separate satellite service. In the past we’ve
experienced that if NBN goes down can get onto school computer,
but very restricted. For example we can get an email out, but
can’t do Facebook.
Stars network is different to NBN.
Do have satellite phones – use as back up – will have it in car
when go out west – they’re not reliable – operate on line of sight
to the satellite – so need open space. When its cloudy, doesn’t
work.
Have 2-way radio: pretty good – we self-funded a VHF repeater
station about 8-10 years ago – get about 40 kms 2 way coverage
within the station.
Observant system – through 2 way radio – produces graphs on
computers which is a remote water monitoring system to gauge
the bores and watering points up to 40kms away.
Quality and reliability: When Stars network is down, NBN is
fine and the reverse.
Stars is a lot quicker, but restricted as it’s a government satellite
(from my understanding) and only accessible for education/school
room purposes, not private or business use.
When doing research for studies – seems to be much quicker.
Haven’t done speed tests.
Phone – on a scale of 0-10 (where 10 is reliable) would say about
8 now, it has improved over the last 2 years, prior to that – would
rate at 3-4.
When there’s a weather event, the landline and the interim
satellite would go down.
Now verging on reliable.
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Had phone conversations with Telstra – current radio phone
HCRC only has 5 years of life.
Yes reliable.
Satellite services - mostly reliable. When its working its good.
Over the last couple of weeks NBN keeps dropping out.
Haven’t reported it yet.
Seems to waiver in or out 3-4 times a day.
If it continues for another week will give nbn local a call.
Standard procedure with ISP – starting a job – not reliable,
stressful reporting faults. They say they rang back at a particular
time when no one in the homestead – its stressful.
Service now compared to 2 years ago – not even on the same
playing field. It was absolutely crazy on the ISS – couldn’t
compare now to then. Maybe its not as reliable as it should be,
but much better than what we had previously.
Value for money: What we have is not comparable with the
services Metropolitan areas have access to. We don’t have access
to unlimited data for example.
We have no mobile coverage or landline service.
NBN – sister has unlimited data for $50 – very envious.
Unlimited not a reality unless have wire or cable. Get additional
data. Get about 3 weeks before using all the data.
Comparatively over-priced.
Devices:
Internet use:

Mobile phones with wifi around homesteads, tables, ipads,
computers.
Internet used – business banking, emailing, education, external Ag
Business management Course.
Can use for social media.
6 NBN satellite dishes and connections on different
buildings/homesteads.
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What’s working
well:

Improved over the last 2 years.
Amount of data access in plan package has increased since interim
satellite.
Radio telephone has improved. A lot of tech was kept overseas –
they now have a stockpile here in Australia so don’t have to wait
so long for faults to be fixed.

Issues:

Unreliable phones: Phones were typically out 4-6 weeks at the
start of the wet season. Now much better. There’s still a lot of
noise on the line, sometimes have to hang up and ring back.
Last wet season only 3 day outage – and they fixed it quickly.
Last wet season more reliable.
Phone – background noise/static/interference on the line &
uncertainty of the future of the technology.
Reliability of satellite services: Satellite – unreliable, very slow –
then will be quicker. Have the mobile phones turned on for wifi
calling.
Some days can talk though wifi, other days – there are huge
delays, people talking over each other.
Last couple of weeks NBN has been very intermittent. Everyday
rebooting modems, sometimes have to turn off NBN box for 10
mins and restart.
Life of radio phone: Had phone conversations with Telstra –
current radio phone HCRC only has 5 years of life.
The life of the technology for HCRC phones is coming to an end.
Landline infrastructure only has approximately 5 year life span
left. In 5 year’s time major failures are expected.
They won’t be setting up any more radio phones. Working on
replacement system, but don’t know what they are and if it should
be better.
Data limit: Biggest thing – disappointed – don’t’ get to use
social level – would cost $100’s to stream latest shows, YouTube,
Netflix – uses too much data.
Buying more data can get really expensive. Everyone under strict
orders to reduce use, really conscious of this all the time. Do
updates during the night – off peak – 1am – 6 am. Peak time have
an allocation of 60 Gb and 90 Gb off peak. I could spend $300 a
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month! Eg $50 a month for 150 Gb – but only gives you 60gb
allocated to peak period, so organise updates between 1 – 6 am.
ISP = Activ8me. Many times we run out of data and have to pay
$5 for 1 Gb.
If there’s a problem:

Phone: have an email address to let them know there’s an issue.
Have a specific contact person at Telstra – he has made himself as
a Primary Contact person. Its only because of him that things
have been moving forward and keeping parts in Australia. He’s
based in the capital city.
Satellite – contact nbn local. Its too hard, too frustrating and too
stressful to go through normal channels. With nbn local person
you know that he’ll do what he can.

If had better (faster,
more reliable,
cheaper) internet:

Definitely be able to rely on YouTubes for instruction –
machinery, animals. Unfortunately, have to download in town for
help. Would be one of the key things.
Staying connected socially through social media platforms,
watching TV shows on iView for example would be wonderful
both on social and educational levels.

What do you want to
use internet for, but
can’t at the moment:

We do all our repairs, mechanics, electrical – everything done
ourselves – so YouTube and videos are a huge help.
We could also optimise down time (eg on relaxing days) – could
watch a movie, Netflix – not driving ourselves mad trying to
watch the midday movie.
Could do a lot more creative business, marketing and promotional
stuff with the various organisations I represent.
Instructional videos – very useful.
Would reduce stress eg for business. Can have stress because
there’s no data on wages day to do the bank transfers/pay wages.
Would be like when you’re in town!
When I did the diploma – they had to tailor as it was an on-line
platform – would get 1/2 way through something and lose all the
data, but if continually saving – it was very heavy on the data use.
It was painful to study due to limits on downloads.

How can
telecommunications
be improved:

Telecoms – be important to have video telecommunications in
normal data access – want similar services to urban – more
reliable and more quantity.

Section on Telehealth
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Telehealth
summary:

Has heard of telehealth services but doesn’t have access to them.
Would like further information. “No, don’t have any ability to
use telehealth services.”
Phone telehealth – have priority line if need to speak to a doctor.
Ring Air Med – and if required, a doctor will ring straight back
within a couple of minutes.
Video conferencing would be a lot better. Video conferencing
telehealth – would be absolutely useful.
Has not done any telehealth consults via video.

Improving access to
telehealth:

Having a pool of specialists/GPs, hearing, eyesight, early
childhood specialists.
Getting on email/website and organise a video conference would
be very useful. That would be incredible for remote cattle stations
or any remote people.
Son had a knee reconstruction – I had to take a week off – drive 9
hours to town and back. So 3 days round trip each time we had to
go into town for a follow up appointment with doctor or with
allied health. If do go to town do other things as well so usually
stay 2 days to maximise the use of the trip.

Final section
Other comments:

Wrt Telehealth: Patients need to have the ability to book
telehealth consults with GP’s.
The families on our property are being serviced by 2 different
primary health areas, who, in the past, haven’t co-operated with
information sharing. and one aeromedical evacuation service
RFDS (for emergencies), despite there being only 50 m between
the 2 dwellings. (We are over 300 km from a major centre).
We have 6 satellite dishes on the property servicing different
buildings – not networked into one wifi system. Only using 1 port
on each of the NBN services. Waiting on state government to
enable the second port for education purposes.
Have a bore monitoring system using VHF 2-way radio and the
internet wifi to present the data.

Would you like a summary of the final project report, the final report or updates?
Yes – would like reports.
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Case Study 3. Regional.
Item
Telecommunications
summary:

Comment
Available in area: Variable, mobile phone – variable.
Internet not so bad – ADSL. ADSL and Fixed wireless (NBN)
are available in the area, depending on where you are.
Use: ADSL, Mobile phone (Telstra) – 3/4G, iphone. Use mobile
phone at home, use it for internet when out and about.
Quality and reliability: Phone – dodgy – lucky if I get 2 bars.
Internet more reliable because of landline.
Value for money: Yes, pretty happy. The price dropped after I
signed up with Telstra Business plan.

Devices:

ADSL: Smart TV, ipad, phone (wifi), Mac.
Mobile: iphone.

Internet use:

Internet at home - mail and communications.
All my banking, bill payments, social media, a lot of news
services, subscriptions, keep in contact with friends all over the
world, Netflix and Stan.

What’s working
well:
Issues:

ADSL good, mobile not good.

If there’s a problem:

Access to ADSL: Had to sign up with an ABN – that’s the only
way I could get ADSL was if I had an ABN. This was the only
reason I got an ABN 6 years ago – so I could get ADSL!
Outages: When the landline goes out it’s a nightmare for Telstra
to do anything about it. Can be out for 2 weeks. Telstra service
via phone is appalling. ADSL varies a bit – it was down a bit
yesterday – only for a short period of time though. When its not
working, I’ll do something else. I look at the modem and can tell
if its the landline that’s the problem. If ADSL goes out – all my
telecoms have gone out.
Poor mobile service: Mobile keeps dropping out – very
unreliable – consistently unreliable. But am anticipating a better
mobile service with the installation of a new tower nearby. Will
have better mobile coverage and possibly be able to get fixed
wireless (NBN). I would look at replacing the ADSL with fixed
wireless if the fixed wireless is effective. I’d like to get rid of the
landline.
It very frustrating. If its the landline, I try to contact Telstra using
mobile (prefer email or live chat). I don’t want to talk to Telstra –
they don’t want to put information in email and they do not want
to provide information. I have been to the Telecommunications
Ombudsman about the poor service from Telstra. The situation
was rectified after contacting the Ombudsman and I was happy
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with the result. Even on 1 bar using my hotspot I can run my
desktop and Netflix and I have enough data to do that (as a
backup).
With the cyclone – it was all I had. ADSL was out for about 2
weeks after the cyclone. It was 2 weeks before the ADSL was
fixed. They’re not technically competent. They kept asking me
“are you sure your light is on?” and other basic questions which
indicated that they were not technically skilled. They wanted me
to stay on the phone while they tested the ADSL rather than
ringing me back. It is dreadful service. I have to put my phone
outside (to get reception) while I use the hotspot – its not easy.
If had better (faster,
more reliable,
cheaper) internet:
What do you want to
use internet for, but
can’t at the moment:

Pretty much the same as I’m doing, but when it doesn’t work it’s
a real problem and creates frustration.
Ok at the moment when things are working. But it regularly gets
a bit dodgy – sometimes so dodgy I can’t even run the Telstra
speed test! But has been better more recently. Its my link to the
rest of the world and the community. I keep in contact with
people all over the world, keeping in contact with friends is really
important.

Reliability.
How can
telecommunications
be improved:
Section on Telehealth
Is aware of telehealth and has used telehealth. Had an ultrasound
Telehealth
done in local regional city and it was supervised by a specialist
summary:
interstate. Specialist talked to the doctor on site. Very impressed
with the service. It was great (my first telehealth consult).
Doesn’t really require further information about telehealth “unless
you can replace the GP – that would be good to get on-line GP
services”.
Improving access to
telehealth:
Final section
Other comments:

No specific comment.
Telstra don’t have the technical knowledge – particularly don’t
understand regional issues – they assume you’re ringing them
from a city!

Would you like a summary of the final project report, the final report or updates?
Yes.
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Case Study 4. Locality. Very remote - family on farming property.
Item
Telecommunications
summary:

Comment
Available in area: Radio telephone and SkyMuster
Use: We have radio telephone HCRC – 1 line, and wifi calling
and do that over SkyMuster.
1 landline, wifi calling, plus SkyMuster.
Quality and reliability: Radio phone poor in quality and
reliability. Quality – if cloudy or rain we usually don’t have any
phone, and quite often it will drop out. Reliability - very
unreliable – in that often people can’t get a line into us – they
often get the engaged signal – its often not working.
SkyMuster: its also a bit dependent on weather. Obviously
limited regarding range (both drop out). Reliability – its pretty
reliable compared to the phone – wifi calling is pretty good, not so
dependent on weather.
SkyMuster very stable – phone drops in and out a lot. I use my
wifi calling more than the landline.
My daughter livestreams 6-7 hrs a day and we haven’t had a day
that it (SkyMuster) hasn’t worked!
We even had storms here the other day, and storms at the other
end and we didn’t lose connectivity at all!
Value for money: No – the landline rental and the cost of calls
on radio phone is ridiculous compared to mobile phone bills.
Every call is charged as a long distance call. So the plans are
poor. With Wifi – we’re on the biggest plan you can get – getting
more bang for my buck with NBN!

Devices:

Laptop, desktop, ipad, iphone and printers all go through the wifi.
I haven’t done the TV setup – its on Foxtel satellite.
Foxtel is really good. It drops out in a storm but my NBN will
still work! Foxtel will drop out with the first cloud in the sky!
You have to install Foxtel yourself. Foxtel send the equipment
out and you have to install it yourself!
Water telemetry (monitoring bores and draught cattle through
walk over weighing). Its done through a satellite on walk over
weight and comes through the internet and has its own hotspot.

Internet use:

Mainly business and personal use, communication with family
and friends.
With business - everything is in the cloud.
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I can do it anywhere on the laptop, in the classroom, kitchen...I
can do all my bookwork anywhere…even when interstate.
No Netflix, do YouTube a fair bit and that works fine, view Ted
talks but not Netflix.
What’s working
well:
Issues:

Wifi works great!

If there’s a problem:

Phone – there’s no phone communication at all. We usually have
to wait anywhere up to 4-6 weeks to get it fixed. The radio towers
are so outdated, so you’re waiting even longer. Then they divert
the phone to your mobile… with wifi calling that can work. It’s
not just here that has problems…if the tower goes out…the whole
area goes out -we’re on the 2nd tower…so all the area goes out.

Phone: None of the phone features work well.
Phone – connecting – sometimes I can’t even get a line to ring
out, so. I use wifi calling.
Reliability – when its raining phone doesn’t work. Phone is crap.
Tonight we have a good line, but usually its sounds like its 10ft
under water and drops out.
Limited Service Providers: We only use Telstra as there is no
other service provider out here.

I usually get on to internet - go to Facebook, log a fault and give
them a location and phone no or I’ll email/wifi call family and
they’ll log a fault with Telstra. Often have to get family members
to log the job for us.
Usually they will ring whoever has logged the complaint, to tell
them what is happening, and then they don’t necessarily contact
us. After 2 -3 weeks, we have to get a family member to ring up
and find out what’s going on. We’re not advised in a timely
manner about the progress on the repairs.
Internet – we have nothing to the outside world if both go down
together.
Sometimes both go down.
Internet is really reliable and now that we have wifi calling its
fantastic.
Our phone system is so outdated.
If had better (faster,
more reliable,
cheaper) internet:

Netflix! I should be using it! More entertainment. Works for me
in every other way. I use video conferencing often and very
rarely do I drop out.
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What do you want to
use internet for, but
can’t at the moment:
How can
telecommunications
be improved:

Netflix! Steaming of entertainment.
Not going over using data allowance.
Telecoms – improved by installing newer technology..ie mobile
phone towers – because radio telephones are coming to the end of
their life.

Section on Telehealth
Only heard of telehealth through this research and a presentation
Telehealth
about the research to our organisation.
summary:
Comments regarding more information about telehealth
services:
Very definitely. It should be a compulsory thing for us all to have
access to.
We have an Indigenous community with 4 nurses nearby…even
though they see to our needs, they have a big enough workload
with the Indigenous community…we’re not seen as a priority…
We could use telehealth to save travelling to GPs and specialists.
For me to go to the city…have to drive, then fly, stay overnight. I
usually book a few extra days before….I lose a week over the
working week {send some information about on-line GP
Services}.
Have up to 10 staff – they often need scripts. That means I have
someone go all the way into town for a 5 minute appointment!
Improving access to
telehealth:
Final section
Other comments:

There is a need to educate us on where we can get
services…what’s available…how we can access.

We have 2 different service providers – one in house and a
different one in school house. All live – its amazing! 2 different
service providers -both SkyMuster.
Would you like a summary of the final project report, the final report or updates?
Yes please
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Case Study 5. Locality. Regional, couple in regional city (urban regional).
Item
Telecommunications
summary:

Comment
Available in area: Anti-competitive conduct of ADSL – flies in
the face of ACCC.
ADSL Product – can no longer choose to have ADSL product as
it is being fazed out (ie copper being fazed out) – As a consumer
it feels like its an anti-competitive practice.
For being in a regional context I’m very happy with the product.
But in Sydney it would be mediocre.
Everyone can do what they want on the internet and we don’t
bother each other.
Use: NBN connection continues to improve and surprise me!
Fibre to premise.
Satellite phone – iridium.
Satellite internet through iridium phone – but separate package,
most expensive internet on the planet! Some areas I work
overseas there’s nothing else.
Moved to Vodaphone for our 2 mobile phones (self and partner).
The primary reason was for inter-country operability and cost
effectiveness when travelling.
AIS locator beacon on my ship – Active and passive AIS tracking.
Tracks all commercial assets at sea by satellite. Ship and crew
have beacon when on ship.
Beacon can notify helicopter if necessary for rescue purposes.
Australian registration is amazing.
A vessel sank off South Africa – and Australia rescued them,
towed them to safety, not necessarily to port of choice.
Specifically disconnected landlines – don’t want people selling
me things on the phone.
Quality and reliability: Everything works. NBN works well.
Telephone network for Vodaphone only works in City – have to
use Telstra outside city area – but that’s reasonable.
Value for money: NBN – figured out how to deliver more data
and speed - doubled for same price – I was pretty happy with that.
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Devices:

Partner has a mac laptop & mac desktop, I have a PC laptop and a
mac laptop.
2 smart phones (iphones)
Use mirror logging in case a phone is stolen – so the other phone
quietly becomes the missing phone – but need to keep same
version for that to work.
Product that has a device that clips on vest – if out of phone range
can use the phone with the app. Go Tennar – creates your own
mini-cellular network when off the grid.
Off grid comms – Google – there’s a big range and they are
improving all the time. They can get a message between phones
easily, the more expensive ones can do phone calls – but short
distance – eg 2 kms. Text messages – 20 km range. Probably
about $500 now – we paid $1000. Not satellite based, radio
based. Adds functionality to phones.
Can put a tower on the ship so it’s a central point for everyone in
the field.

Internet use:

Video conferencing is far more important in my life than I
thought! Family members FaceTime or Skype from the age of 1!
Very important part of family network – has made a massive
difference.
For my aging parent, video conferencing is their favourite thing
next to Netflix.
Three end users in household – run QUOS on my network that
gives preference to ping and gaming not download bandwidth.
Partner gets to watch movies and gets the bandwidth and I get the
speed.
I mostly write and use email now…

What’s working
well:

Everything does what I want it to at the moment, so am happy.
In the NT with mobile I use the mobile all the time! My phone
bills with Telstra on the top plan were $600 - $2,000 a month!
Moved to Vodaphone – exactly the same usage for $50 a month!
Except it doesn’t work outside the city in NT.
Have thought of getting a dual sim and getting a cheap Telstra
plan for when outside the City, but am changing work, so won’t.
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Issues:

Backhaul: The problem now is our backhaul – connecting to
other countries and our overseas cables.
Our systems are routed through Guam – behind states firewall in
Guam – we (Australia) can’t afford our own firewall – we don’t
have our own internet management system.
Google has bought a lot of the under sea internet backbones (100
year lease). But don’t own Australia – Guam cable. Cheaper for
Australia if Google buys and then manages those assets.
If legislation comes in restricting what it (Google) does, it can
move out on to under-sea cables in international waters.
Latency: I use internet for social communication with family and
friends.
Ping is a big determinate factor in on-line gaming and the
structure of our cables and the length of those cables determines
the ping.
We have good quality connectivity to Japan, NZ and west coast of
USA, however, our connections to Singapore and other Asian
countries are extremely poor.
Anything under 250 is functional, under 100 is good for remote
locations.
If in Sydney I would expect a ping under 40 to anyone else also
on the Eastern seaboard.
Once a week do gaming with family members and friends. Some
of these have moved to Singapore.
Socially important for me to keep in contact with good mates and
stay connected with them using gaming. (20 people into server).
Can shift games to fix ping dependency – but not easy stuff to
calibrate.
Sydney – Ping = 5 to most servers even if in Queensland. If you
use SkyMuster the ping is increased by factor of 10 – With 5G
you won’t really notice or care about the difference in ping.
The remoteness – most remote spot in the country is in the NT
above Wadeye. Most isolated place in each country is formally
identified. (Ask demographers for further information).
Emerging concept in data demography for 2 critical points – to do
with ping eg 2 people negotiate non-peer-to peer server hosting –
with equal levels of ping. Similar congestion in Australia and
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where hosting providers for mutual benefits for hosting regarding
ping.
If could tunnel as crow flies – would centralised point eg –
equidistant for all so ping would be similar for all.
Length of cable and quality of hardware has a lot to do with ping
– there’s a relationship between existing hardware, distance and
ping.
Cost: Cost of Telstra is a challenge. The next challenge will be
moving onto the ship. It will be similar to people who live in
caravans, so expecting to use more 4G.
Iridium satellite - $1 Mb!
Lack of cheaper mobile internet service: A 200 tonne vessel
(minimum size) can run a Gimble and Gyro to stabilise. My
vessel is 40 tonne. Cruise ships can get stable internet.
I could park vessel at wharf and put up an aerial to get internet
possibly.
Quality of service: Emerging issue – Quality of Service.
Emergent 5G Network. Government arrangements with 5G
provider re QoS and NT data – NBN backhaul – NT data
preferencing 5G data over other consumers.
5G and fibre networks have something in common and that is the
cables that connect the towers to the internet are fibre cables.
These cables are either a part of NBN or a privately owned fibre
network owned by the telco. This services that connect cities
together generally speaking are called backhaul services. This can
also be a term for connecting smaller services like telecoms
towers to the internet. So connecting a cluster of users to the
internet at a commercial rate and service is generally called
backhaul.
One of the most critical issues of the past year has been the
concept of net neutrality. America has legislated neutrality. And
that is all internet traffic is treated equally.
Preferencing on a network is potentially payable. But this hasn’t
been the case in Australia. Will the US Net neutrality – content
monopolies….ACCC says we do have protection – but we
haven’t legislated for it.
Don’t have network neutrality leasing in Australia – so deals
being done quietly.
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What guarantees can be provided for us as consumers?
5G Provider preferenced over other Australian providers.
Australian consumers – satellite already lowest preferencing.
If there’s a problem:

During our recent cyclone we were the only people that didn’t
lose power or connectivity the entire time! We don’t really have
any problems.
But I’m also fairly tech savvy so I’m able to deal with a number
of problems myself.
My main concern is around customer service. Moved to iinet as I
can call up and get a person on the other end who is technically
competent.
With the other service I had (Optus) got an Indian call centre and
the guy didn’t want to listen to my problem – asked me how many
internet connected devices I had – told him 20 and he literally
screamed at me! I recorded it. He also accused me of running an
illegal business. I asked to speak to a manager who also yelled at
me for running an illegal business. I tried to explain that we live
in the world of IoT and have a lot of devices connected. After
recording this I politely hung up. I called back and kept asking to
speak to an Australian until they put me through to one. I played
the recording and they offered me a full refund – which I took. I
then moved to iinet. They (Optus) did ask me not to put it on the
internet and I agreed.
However, since moving to iinet I’ve had one very small issue.
They re-routed all the Territory through 5 different places in
Australia before getting to the Eastern states. Ping was greater
than 1500!
I email issues through and advise them that I’m a remote person –
now tell them when it happens and how to fix the problem and
they fix it.

If had better (faster,
more reliable,
cheaper) internet:

I don’t do VR gaming. VR gaming Centre looks like a Gym –
people running, shouting, jumping. A lower level of VR gaming
uses headset and glove – virtualisation.
Need better ping and bandwidth to do VR gaming.
Future of gaming is exercise (exhausting) – gamers will get really
fit. There will be convergence between the personal fitness
industry and gaming.
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New generation consoles are VR Consoles – keyboard, mouse and
headset.
Full emergence is very active.
All this is very short range wireless – minimum family home will
now include a VR Room as part of the household.
What do you want to
use internet for, but
can’t at the moment:

Could do VR gaming. Need access to better bandwidth with
Australian partners eg PNG.

How can
telecommunications
be improved:

Australia facing interesting dilemma we’re investing huge
amounts of money removing competitive network from the
market. NBN is a national network with wholesaling – but not
competitive.

I can move x amount of data in an Australian Airport in one hour
– the same amount of data in PNG would take 1 week with the
best products I can buy in Pt Moresby!

All backhaul networks owned by NBN – not telcos – ie telcos
don’t control the network. Just wholesalers for a range of
products – gives the illusion of competition – but not really
competitive – that’s ok if it works – but if it doesn’t work, it will
be illegal for anyone to compete with NBN. What happens when
it all falls apart? – it will be a problem. Existing network that can
legally compete is AARNet – links all TAFE’s, uni’s and most
schools eg they are allowed to rung outside of NBN – not allowed
to provide to domestic users though.
Stars will be defunded – its not good – only 200 kbps.
5G network being rolled out. Backhaul on 5G is outside the eye
of the public and all former telcos like Telstra. Telstra being
relieved of expense and profit of copper network - now
constructing their own high speed backhaul networks. Only
competitive space left.
“NBN is socialism with front facing capital skin!”
Like Medicare – only works if everyone is forced to buy in.
Cannot replace with provider product and expectation. Everyone
needs to contribute – its huge.
NBN needs minimum level of connectivity (bandwidth) for
citizens and government services – need access to a basic service
for everyone.
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Wouldn’t mind if there was a levy like Medicare – and if a person
wants better services they pay extra. This is a digital inclusion
conversation.
Science Fiction: Key aspect of digital economy.
Super speed 5G Network – vs – High speed fibre – can’t do VR
on 5G network! (Ping is wireless based – will need a solution for
VR).
Good immersive VR – convergent with high quality Video
conferencing.
A critical element – balance between knowing and being known
versus anonymity and privacy.
New generation – digital natives are not comfortable with pure
interaction – but comfortable with gateways. Ok with being
known as their avatar. VR preferred. Older people have an issue
with being known as their avatar – its an ID issue.
Tinder => verify differences.
Post Christian society – 70’s public persona.
Cool wrt VR – Google Glass illegal in many places because of
privacy issues.
Enhanced reality vs Virtual reality and control interactions with
environment.
Telecommunications structure that allows you to do all that you
need seamlessly. Need solid telecommunications working
effectively.
There’s a positive tension between NBN and mobile providers.
Fibre can be upgraded just as cheaply as mobile.
Section on Telehealth
Yes, had used telehealth.
Telehealth
Comment about telehealth: I used Telehealth twice for
summary:
Neurologist appointments over last year – went really well. Major
challenge – you can’t use telehealth for first appointment, only
subsequent appointments. Tried to do telehealth with 2 specialists
interstate and they said “No”.
To qualify to get Medicare Telehealth item numbers – the
clinician needs to do 1 week training course – and who is going to
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pay for that week of training? Need to do a whole week to be
registered to do telehealth and get Medicare!
The course is aimed at Nurse serviced centres – but none of the
specialty centres work like that – they have to be very big before
being able to afford a full time nurse!
Pretty happy – just want it to work!
Improving access to
telehealth:

Most of the issues are around the Medicare number availability
not the technology. Especially for regional and remote. We need
to ensure a government supported model that can make a real
difference. Consults should be bulk billed and work with a couple
of good researchers on pilots to demonstrate how the system
could be rorted – so that they can have confidence in the system.
Wrt rorting – how to do prove false news is a problem.
Need to alleviate fears of corruption. Working models to protect
concept.
Telehealth – physical local vs virtual. GP + Specialist – both need
to feel confident and comfortable and can operate the system well.
Diagnosis in Australia is quite poor generally – often don’t detect
cancer.
Main problem is with change. The issues with current system are
accepted ie its an accepted problem.

Final section
Other comments:

The only way that this can all be undone is if we stop supporting
NBN. Both sides of Federal government have shown interest in
only doing 5G network.
If you move the funds we are putting into 5G into fibre we could
have same QoS for much cheaper and sustainable price than over
a 5 G network.
People like to forget only a limited amount of radio bandwidth is
available –all wireless technology operates in the radio spectrum
– we’re already at upper limit of power they can give out without
giving everyone cancer!
Data packaging and compression management important – not
because the technology doesn’t have physical constraints.
1. 5G electromagnetic and radio waves – limited position and
endurance to radio.
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2. Light based – ie fibre is in its infancy – we’re just starting to
explore what’s possible. Data transmission and speed in theory
could connect entire world with a ping of under 100! – in a perfect
world – under 70!
We should invest in light technology and support NBN to develop
that technology – light speed 299k kms per second. Could send
7.5 times around earth in 1 second. There would be no lag in
communications except possibly in combat (drone operated –
satellite ping).
The future of satellite is low orbit satellite - maybe in 5 years,
Mesh grid satellite networks.
However, it’s a different concept than internet than the current
internet. Mesh grid – about low level (bandwidth) connectivity for
everything at cost effective price.
Big data, real time Geo spatial stuff, could make a real difference
in productivity for Australia – especially making use of
Australia’s remote areas.
Would you like a summary of the final project report, the final report or updates?
Yes
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Case Study 6. Locality. Rural – probably regional as 15 kms from a small town and 100
kms from a town with 50,000 people. Husband and wife on farming property with 2
businesses.
Item
Telecommunications
summary:

Comment
Available in area: SkyMuster, landlines, there is mobile
coverage on the crest of the valley 3 kms south, 2 kms west…but
the valley is an issue for us. The tower they’ve just done the work
on is only 3G So now they are chasing it to be a 4G service – its
on highway 1 so is was a priority for the state government.
Nearby town has fixed wireless – got it very early on. There were
supposed to be 2 towers – but there were complaints from people
about the location of the second tower near houses.
This area has hilly areas, with steep valleys, so don’t know how
good the coverage is…
Don’t have cable in the area except for the town. Got Fibre in the
town.
Use: 2 landlines with Telstra, SkyMuster satellite with 1 port in
use. Only phone, don’t have a fax machine. Do use satellite.
Kept 2 lines – have 2 businesses – so keep separate phone nos. 2
different plans – receive calls on the other. Can ring out in Fire
season – costs about $30 a month – happy with spending that
extra $30. On a pair gain system, they couldn’t get the second line
– so put in pair gain about 700 m away so they could run a second
line for us. When had problems with phone, different wiring,
switch us across to the other side. 8/10 times when the phone
lines play up, both don’t work because its between the exchange
and the pair gain.
Last customer on the rural exchange – 17 kms away and that in
turn is 15 kms from the town exchanges
No mobile phone coverage here on property – new tower nearby –
get 1 bar in some areas. We’re in a valley so essentially a black
spot. They may look at using mobile phone towers owned by
other organisations (eg St Johns).
Quality and reliability: With chasing and monitoring they aren’t
too bad. 2006 had to really chase Telstra. 2012 had 385 days
continuous faults on both phones – Telstra phones! 13 months of
pushing to get work done and it was the longest running level 3
that TIO ever had!
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At most 3 - 4 interruptions over the last 12 months – they are
getting it fixed in the 24 hr time frame. Telstra reporting on faults
is an issue…if you’re a rural or priority customer –
…they instruct us to ring them…but we can’t because we can’t
use the landline and don’t have any other phone service to ring
them on! There needs to be an online fault report capability so we
have another method for logging a fault. Have reported a fault on
a Thursday and still haven’t had an acknowledgement the
following week. We need a different Icon in the system– they
need to have an alert on the system, so they can action that fault
report immediately instead of 4 days later. If someone dies
because Telstra aren’t picking up on the fault – Telstra would be
liable.
Priority assistance customers – 24hr restoration time frame –
maybe rural rather than remote.
There is another exchange boundary at the other end of our
property – 4-5 outages on the landline a year.
SkyMuster – applied with 2 or 3 RSPs and took the first one that
could deliver.
ABG – then had to change to Optus…then had to change
again…each technology cut over has resulted in changes.
June 2016 - got SkyMuster. Had good service, but were getting
outages… RSP changed us
to different server and reliability of service improved. We could
have a problem with our router.
Speed seems ok, but we don’t download movies. We do a lot of
cloud work – eg accounting.
Speed is pretty good, bandwidth is good enough for what we do,
we hardly notice any outages in a week…maybe we get a problem
once a fortnight. Norton’s seems to be tripping it….get a message
about unsecure wifi…Computer shows no wifi
but not at the NTD. Its not a SkyMuster issue.
Pretty happy with SkyMuster. Speed and reliability much better.
Ability to get data is a huge jump forward for us.
Don’t do streaming as we don’t do that sort of thing…don’t know
about the capacity. The limitation is on what we want to do,
rather than the capacity of the service.
Value for money: SkyMuster should be cheaper as its not
comparative to what we’d be paying in a Metro area.
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Now down to $59 a month including international calls – brought
our phone bill down from $139 to about $60 -Telstra have
different plans – that we had to do research on to work out what
was best for us.
Other line – went from $23 to $30 a month – which annoys
me…if people can’t afford phones it’s an 30% increase!
Devices:

Devices: 2 x handsfree telephones, plus standard Telstra phone
that works when electricity fails, desktop computer, wife has 2
desktop computers, 3 tablets…only really use them when
travelling. Wifi. Mobile phones – Samsung flip phone, plus new
one, both are the Telstra tick ones, the new one might be a
Samsung or Nokia – probably bought in 2011. We don’t use the
mobile phones much…
We have 2 mobiles phones when travelling in Australia.
Ipads (mostly when travelling), and mostly the computers at
home.

Internet use:

Emails and browsing, internet banking, stock broking, travel and
travel research, that was the only time we got near our limit on the
old satellite – researching for travel. That’s the 3 main functions.
Wife uses hers for accounting, cloud, banking, information from
banks, plus emails, browsing and business use.
Apart from travel research we don’t use the internet for
entertainment or social media.
Wife looked at a blog when a friend was travelling.

What’s working
well:

Main benefit is the speed – big improvement for us. Facilitated
more of the things we can do and cut down the time wastage…big
improvement when we changed to Skymuster.
Getting a webpage to open in 20 secs rather than 45 second
improves efficiently a lot.
Get download in 10 seconds (have tested it this week).
Not having drop out issues on SkyMuster – so no problems. Not
getting to our limit -150 GB plan – 45 Gb during day…so not
causing a problem.

Issues:

Old technology: 28 Faults on the line in 2012 – it was lead
cabling – not copper – so probably pre 60’s technology.
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Inaccurate information from Telstra: One of the local towers
was only facing 2 ways (North/South Tower)…but supposed to be
360 degrees. Telstra said that it wasn’t supposed to be 360
degrees! Telstra said they weren’t going to do anything about. I
did 3 years of chasing to get it rectified! I’m in the fire brigade
and many people complained about the range of the tower…but
something had to be done…and I usually follow up for the
community.
Keeping email addresses: Had an Optus account and an email
account under Australian Broadband Guarantee – Optus didn’t
have a system that you could keep your email address, which was
a problem.
We bought a $59 dongle – put money on every 6 months or when
we need it…
This allows us to keep Optus email address and secure wifi that
we can use when travelling in Australia.
Important to be able to keep our email addresses.
Inability to get bundle because not in mobile area: We’re in a
non-mobile area – so Telstra won’t put you on a bundle! Annoys
us – we don’t use the mobile much, they are on a prepaid plan $40 a month when travelling – that’s all we use it for!
But there’s an inability to get a bundle because we don’t have
mobile coverage! This is a Telstra issue – but is possibly a
problem with other providers as well.
Lack of mobile phone coverage: When we do lose landlines
due to a fault, and we can’t use mobile as a back up. Biggest
problem is with lack of mobile coverage…Another issue is if we
ring people from the mobile - all they do is press the button to call
back…people don’t listen to the message…and then they don’t
get the right phone number… (mobile out of range when we’re
home) so we limit ourselves making phone calls by mobile when
in town…so people don’t ring back on the mobile.
Lack of mobile coverage in fire situation is a problem. First thing
we do when there’s a fire is turn the power off – so lose services.
Monitoring of Priority Assistance Customers: IoT – could
possibly be used for fault reporting…Telstra don’t monitor lines
to see if they are working…it’s a big issue in rural areas…you
could put IoT modem on last customer on line…could pick up a
fault…Telstra wold know if their phones are working – would
cover Telstra legally for Priority Assistance customers.
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Priority assist could be easily fixed…with IoT. If they did a pulse
test down the line they can tell where the fault is – eg so precise it
can pick up to a meter away from the house.
Emergency Services: When I google information about fires–
the ISP is based in Sydney…so it assumes we are in NSW.
I raised this issue with Emergency Services WA – tells where
bush fires are in the area. Whenever you go on satellite – it flags
location as NSW – and reports there are ‘no fires in your area’.
This is a problem with satellite. Both operators we’ve had based
your address where the server is, rather than where we actually
are!
Emergency services 000 – we need to make sure that the address
is the real address not where their internet service is. {follow up
this issue}.
If there’s a problem:

Internet only time we’ve had an issue was an ISP related
thing…and they only work office hours interstate (large time
difference!). After 5 pm at night, can’t get any service from the
RSP.
With current provider only had to ring them once in a year.
Landline…is more trouble. Reporting is an issue. ..the system
doesn’t allow priority customer logging of jobs via email/web.

If had better (faster,
more reliable,
cheaper) internet:

Cloud based software, but can’t do webinars {check with NBN
about this}.
Wife needs to do training…webinars count towards it…now have
to drive about 600 km round trip to access training that she could
do via webinar.
Wife has done some webinars but she is concerned about amount
of data use with lengthy webinars.
We could do webinars…videos don’t work.
Reliability isn’t an issue, but being faster and cheaper would be
better.

What do you want to
use internet for, but
can’t at the moment:
How can
telecommunications
be improved:

Webinars and videos.
Improve speed of internet, would mean greater download
capacity. We would need more data. Reliability of our phones
could be improved. When they do have a problem…reporting of
the fault and the speed of rectification is a problem…that’s when
it falls down – trying to get it working again.
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Section on Telehealth
Has heard of telehealth, but has never used telehealth. “Don’t
Telehealth
think we’ve got a lot of use for it – we have good medical services
summary:
in our local towns.”
Improving access to
telehealth:
Final section
Other comments:

NBN – life of system is not clear.
Useful life of consumer premises equipment, NBN say that the
consumer premises equipment will not need any replacement
(involving a site visit) in the 25 years of the brc report, despite
claiming that fixed would have a useful life of 5 years and satellite
7 years.
Losers will be consumers who will be without broadband (and
possibly voice) for up to 90 days under NBN SLA’s.

Would you like a summary of the final project report, the final report or updates?
Yes
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Case Study 7. Locality: Rural on farm, sheep/cattle country, Regional.
Item
Telecommunications
summary:

Comment
Available in area: For internet we use SkyMuster. Some of the
local people have a small wireless (Wireless4U /OOKI) with
repeaters on people’s properties – not mainstream.
Can get land-lines with ADSL, but can’t get NBN wireless. No
wireless NBN from major supplier for our area.
The closest properties to the Telephone exchange were the last to
get ADSL. People further away from the phone exchange to us
can’t get ADSL.
There’s also a wireless network in the area (OOKI – it was
previously called Wireless4U). It is not a mainstream provider so
we chose not to connect to that. Not reliable enough for us as it
often has outages that remain unfix for extended periods of time.
Use: Our internet service is Sky Muster. Got it just before last
election. We tried to get internet for a long time. Prior to Sky
Muster we had a landline plus ADSL (lowest type).
We have high data plans on our mobile phone. So have
SkyMuster, 4G wireless calling on Optus mobile phone, which
can be used as a hot spot for our other mobile devices.
The mobile phone works well. We’re on the fringe of mobile
phone coverage but near a highway (2 km as the crow flies) and
we pick up services for that highway.
Virgin gave us a really good phone plan but then Virgin mobile
closed down. Optus gave us better data plans as they were trying
to pick up Virgin customers. We now have enough data so when
SkyMuster doesn’t work we can still get fire updates, etc through
linking the phone data with our other mobile devices. We also
have a phone app on our Ipads so if the phone tower goes out due
to bushfires we can still make phone calls if we have power and
Skymuster is working.
We feel secure having 2 services (Skymuster and 4G).
Quality and reliability: The mobile phone is good. There are
some black spots on the highway – maybe 3 or 4 spots. At these
spots you can see lights of the city, but can’t get mobile phone
coverage! If you have a problem at that point you find yourself
standing on the hill, looking at the lights and yelling at the city.
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SkyMuster on the whole is fairly reliable – doesn’t break down
for days at a time like ADSL. Mobile is good, we’re lucky.
We’re picking up the main highway coverage.
Value for money: It irks me that we don’t have access to the
same services as city people, we pay more for data, can’t stream
TV or watch movies - watching movies is out of the question!
We’re annoyed that we can’t have reasonable rates. Internet is
everything today and will increase in our need to use it.
With respect to value for money – probably not – we watch our
data all the time, happy to pay same or a little more than city
counterparts for unlimited broadband, but we only have one
option at the moment.
Devices:

2 Mobile phones – smart phones (not iphones), 5 ipads, 3 laptops
plus 1 desktop computer.
We have a smart TV but don’t have it hooked up to internet
service due to data usage issues.

Internet use:

Business, study, personal, social media for business, on it all the
time other than when we’re in the paddock or doing something
else. It’s our primary form of communication.
Husband is an artist – communicates with people all over the
world as a marketing tool.
When you want to buy something you have a choice of buying it
on the internet therefore having more choice, or researching what
you want and purchasing it through a local supplier. The days of
turning up to the shop, asking advice and then taking whatever
was in stock are over. We can obtain exactly what we want in
farm supplies (e.g. equipment) and spend less energy, time and
fuel getting it.

What’s working
well:

When they work, can’t complain about the speed – its ok. We
feel comfortable with contact and information.
Mobile phones reliable.

Issues:

Lack of options: This area would be suitable for wireless
broadband but in the end the provider advised that
“If you want to be connected need to have satellite dish SkyMuster”.
We don’t have a landline as we cancelled this after SkyMuster
was installed. The deal was that we had to give up the landline
and move to internet/phone – it was cheaper. The land line phone
was very expensive to have stand alone.
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Lack of information: We are not informed regarding all the
alternatives available – people need to be more informed about
these. These no collective person that you can talk to regarding
what’s available in your local area.
SkyMuster drop outs: SkyMuster has been reasonably good but
affected by storms and hot weather. It is not out for long periods,
but if you’re in the middle of something and it fails, it is very
disruptive. For example, electronic banking, business. You often
don’t know the internet is down as you may be working offline
(i.e. not requiring connection) but then realise you have not
received some important information as the internet is not
working. It might come back on in 15 minutes. We use social
media as a business tool and therefore drop outs when doing posts
is an issue, even if it is for small time periods.
My daughter also has SkyMuster and she has problems with it
going in and out. Ours was the first one they installed in the area.
SkyMuster – drops out, it will drop out intermittently once or
twice a day, but it comes back on. Sometimes have to reboot
system. I don’t report the minor outages.
Rebooting takes a lot of effort. Have to turn everything off to
reboot the satellite.
Can drop out at any time, in really hot weather and in storms. The
disk is mounted on tin roof – 42 degree day – heat – impacts
equipment. We were given no information on the type of dish
installed, so therefore we cannot find out if it is redundant. The
installer said everything from the point in the wall to the dish is
managed by NBN – so don’t touch it.
Its only when it doesn’t work that it’s a problem – very
frustrating. SkyMuster is unreliable.
Unexpected fault repair charges through 3rd party. When we
had ADSL – iiNet – they contracted to Telstra so if there was a
problem iiNet had to get a Telstra technician out. If there were
floods, they would have to go the long way around the river. One
outage we had Telstra charged iiNet $600 as the technician started
tracing the fault from the phone exchange (on the other side of the
flooded river) and then was stuck for hours in a traffic jam due to
a vehicle accident. Tried to charge us. Iinet charged us because
Telstra charged them. Because it was a 3rd party agreement, we
couldn’t argue with Telstra. We were charged this fee but in the
end I think we paid half of it. This was about 3 years ago and at
the time we resolved we would move from line base internet as
soon as possible as we could not manage or anticipate fees like
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this. The phone lines are very old (put in the 1980’s) and often
broke down. Chasing a fault in these lines was difficult but we
still had no control over costs.
We feel more secure now as we don’t get un-expected bills. We
couldn’t budget for those unexpected bills (eg cows chewing on
the lines), had no idea what they were for and we couldn’t argue
about it.
Need additional data allowance for autistic grandchild: We
have an autistic grandchild in the family and he is brilliant in
IT/communications. Being on-line is his life! If he can’t use the
tools available to him on-line he is cut off from the world. He
can’t do the things he needs to do to develop. He can’t cope with
classroom situations but does very, very well on-line.
There’s a maths based website called Prodigy that provide web
based maths. Prodigy is wonderful and allows the children to
progress at their own pace. Gus is only young now but is doing
maths 5 years ahead of his age group. He needs this support to
become a stable adult as being able to excel in an area provides
him a sense of accomplishment. He needs that support for his
development. In a world where you don’t fit in being recognised
as able to excel in an area is more than just satisfaction it is part of
your identity. Most adults that sit with him to see what he is
doing online often give up and walk away as they can’t keep up
with his computer based processing. It is at this time they
recognise he is brilliant, not just the person who is carrying an
autistic sign board. It’s a health issue for him.
Prodigy for Children – service for remote people with highly
intelligent children. The link is https://www.prodigygame.com/ .
The children play a traditional game where they can only progress
once they answer maths problems. The Australian maths
curriculum is linked to the game. The parent (or teacher) becomes
the teacher (it recognises parents as teachers for home based
schooling) and sets tasks behind the scenes. The tasks are preset
on the web based on the curriculum (you choose e.g. fractions), it
gives you the time it should take the student to complete the task
and sets it as the questions when the student next logs on to
Prodigy. Prodigy gives detailed reports on the progress of each
child and where they need assistance. You can reset tasks as often
as you like for revision. The game is intuitive so if the student
answers a number of questions correctly it will increase the
difficulty. The reverse is true if they don’t understand a maths
issue. This is only one section of what the internet can offer. It is
this type of learning that will turn the autistic child into a
contributing adult.
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Managing the data: We monitor data use for all devices which is
the only way we can stay within our data cap. This includes no
use of “entertainment” downloads.
Managing the data is frustrating and sometimes it becomes a
debating point “Who is using the data?”
Future of NBN: We have been told by Politian’s NBN is the be
all and end all (what you’ve got now is what you will have –
there’s no other plan for the future).
I noted the press release when the news was released regarding
“unmetered” additions with Skymuster Plus. Well done to all
those working behind the scene to make this happen. Strangely,
although we are by nature grateful people, the fact that so much
lobbying has to go into acquiring these changes makes you feel
that rural people are second class citizens. If only governments
could realise the economic and environmental potential of
excellent internet access to the whole of Australia. Trade is no
longer generated by factories next to highways, it is now
generated through intellectual property being marketed
worldwide. Rural people have plenty of ability which is being
restrained by access to good communication and online education.
If there’s a problem:

Phone – If we have bushfires and we have power outages we can
still use ipads on SkyMuster to make calls with a phone app. We
often lose phone towers in bushfires. As long as we have
electricity and SkyMuster is working we can get fire and weather
updates as well as making calls. In large fires there’s a lot of
phone usage so can be difficult to get connected. If we go into the
City and use ipads on free WiFi so that’s our backup plan in an
emergency. If SkyMuster isn’t working we use data from phones
(hot spots).
SkyMuster – reported a number of outages to service provider –
they are quite good. 4 days is the longest we’ve been out – they
did something remotely and fixed it. That was a while ago. For
the small daily outages it will either come back on, or not, then we
reboot it and that usually fixes the problem.
Outages 2 x a day for short periods of time – can vary in time, so
go do something else for a while. Sometimes we don’t even
notice its out because we’re working on a document – and it’s not
until you load the document that you notice you’re not connected.

If had better (faster,
more reliable,
cheaper) internet:

Education for children, business, faster upload could do more
video contact for marketing, lobby for its to be used medically.
Local doctors are based in the city. Should make services
available for patients via the internet.
Can’t really conceive all that we could do with it.
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I’m a great believer in education for adults and children. As
adults we continue to take courses via the internet and of course
the children make use of it educationally all the time.
We would also take up an entertainment option if available – but
don’t know what we could do because we can’t access it at the
moment.
In short it would give us more entertainment and education as our
limited data only extends to business and other contacts (e.g.
email, social media). It should be noted communities use social
media they way they use to use the local pub. Most communities
have a closed Facebook page set up and this displays relevant
information immediately – everything to road and bridge closures,
accidents, fires, social occasions, lost dogs, stock on road and
general information to benefit the community.
What do you want to
use internet for, but
can’t at the moment:
How can
telecommunications
be improved:

Entertainment, adult education and health.
More simple information or more information about what’s
available – not just technical things. You have told me a lot of
things that I didn’t know about – and I have informed the local
community.
Allow people to make choices.
More access to more data and faster internet. Internet is the
primary communication tool.
Every device becomes a multi-device once connected to the
internet.

Section on Telehealth
Telehealth
Have you heard of telehealth services?
No, not before I read the information sheet about this research
summary:
from you. Then I Googled it and America uses a lot of telehealth.
I feel that we should be able to access our own doctors using
telehealth. It would save going to town (very significant drive
especially if you are unwell). When you feel sick – you need to
get yourself up and drive into town. I also see specialists in town.
It’s a safety issue driving when you are not well.
We’re still in drought and didn’t know that we might be able to
see a GP by telehealth and have it billed to Medicare. I posted the
information about the web based fee for service GP on our
community Facebook page and people were thrilled to know that
this option existed.
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More needs to be done about telehealth.
Do you use telehealth services?
Not applicable – didn’t know that telehealth may be an option.
Improving access to
telehealth:

Would like more information about telehealth.
Would be good but I don’t know about it.
I’m under a specialist as well as GP.
The specialist is wonderful.
Will ask them about the option to do consult via internet (would
save a trip to town).

Final section
Other comments:

This is wonderful work, but it’s a shame there that this work has
to be done. Politicians aren’t recognising commercial
opportunities and benefits of good internet and communications to
the bush.
Happy to provide further information if needed.

Would you like a summary of the final project report, the final report or updates?
Yes
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Case Study 8. Locality: Remote, family farm. Two properties, one for workers.
Item
Telecommunications
summary:

Comment
Available in area: Phone, satellite internet, satellite TV & Radio
& Pay TV (but we don’t have that), AM Radio (ABC and local
AM station- need to broadcast via a car radio though)–, mobile
services not available.
UHF not really available here either.
Use: 2 lines (one fax line – but don’t use fax much) – HCRC
Microwave telephone plus tower.
2 homesteads, both with SkyMuster satellite dishes – internet is
pretty good.
VHF Tower – for internal use.
2 x satellite phones – for emergencies – that we pay high rental
for.
Quality and reliability: Not too bad really…except when it
doesn’t work, and then the repairs can take a while.
Telephone service breaks down 3 – 4 times a year.
Because we started to get a lot of trouble have started a log over
the last couple of years.
In Sept 2017 – 11 days of outages over 2 weeks. Not consistent
outages – issues can vary eg we couldn’t ring out, but people
could ring in.
If it’s windy – can be a problem because the tower can move in
the wind power moves.
If have problems check with other people in the area to see if it’s
an outage affecting the area or local to us. Private Facebook
account for our area so we can communicate with each other.
There was a lady nearby whose phone was out for a week…she
thought the outage was affecting the area and someone else would
report it - so handy to be able to check with people in the area.
Having internet as back-up is good.
Wrt internet – satellite is not too bad. I read some other people’s
comments and we don’t seem to have as much trouble as some. It
can go out/get slow/out for half an hour – but often turn it off for
5 mins (ie re-boot) and it’s ok then. We’re not always told when
work is being done on the system.
Value for money: Yes, I suppose. Have a house in our regional
town (300km away) and we pay $99 a month for unlimited
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download from Telstra. Here on the property we pay $205 – the
highest speed and download we can get – 130 G download during
peak times and 150 Gb off peak download. The satellite service
costs a lot more. But the satellite service is a bit more reliable that
the one we have in town. That’s a rural block and the internet is
ADSL – not NBN. NBN hasn’t been offered to us yet (there).
Devices:

Laptops, smart phones (i-phone 7+) on wifi, 2 x ipads, smart TV
at our house. The staff at the other house would use smart
phones. We do not have Sat TV in the staff quarters but they can
use their smart phone and the usual TV (ie to a Smart TV) and
connect to Netflix etc.

Internet use:

Email, on-line book-keeping, shopping, business applications,
industry specific data bases, research, entertainment,
communication, checking weather, fire-fighting databases,
downloading business forms – lots of those.
For entertainment have recently got a Netflix account. iView is
good - a bit better than Netflix.
Downloading entertainment - Depends on weather – can buffer a
bit when the weather’s cloudy/windy.
We have wifi calling – but not able to text! A real issue for us.
Use Facebook for keeping in contact and communicating with
people.

What’s working
well:

All working well for us at the moment …
NBN tend to have short outages.
Satellite can be more easily fixed remotely.

Issues:

Concern wrt moving to a satellite phone: If we moved to
satellite phone – have some concerns. Now we have 2 different
technologies, so that’s good.
Have neighbours down the road who are just as remote, they had
clicking on the line all the time – their phone was replaced with a
satellite (with dish) phone. Sometimes the longer the
conversation the less the delay – but there is a delay, then you talk
over each other, its ok, but very annoying.
People don’t like change.
Installation: The installation was a pain.
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SkyMuster installers were given a list of places to go – and they
weren’t grouped into an area. Another property had 4 different
installers to do 4 installations on the property! That is, installation
was not coordinated.
That’s wasted time, fuel, and there were more people on the
roads. There were also cancellations. We had 3-4 cancellations
over 6 months. They’d say they’d be out next week…but then the
appointment would be cancelled.
We had someone come to do the installation from a coastal town
in another state. They came out in a 2 wheel drive ute. We
weren’t told what sort of vehicle they would be travelling in, no
communication with them about specific road issues in our area.
We should have been able to contact the installers directly so we
could explain about crossings, etc and keep in contact with them
for safety reasons. They were not told of the road conditions they
were traversing across.
Logistically the installations were not well planned (the
installation was done in 2016).
A lot of people complained about the installation process.
We placed the order in June 2016 and the satellite service wasn’t
installed until Nov-Dec 2016 and although that time frame was
acceptable, the process itself was very frustrating. A lot of
people were very frustrated with the process.
Can make calls over wifi using wifi calling, but can’t send
texts. This is a problem as we are often required to receive a
SMS message for security and verification purposes – so this is a
serious issue for us.
We’re not the only people complaining about this issue. It came
up at a recent conference.
imessage may work sometimes, but ordinary texts do not. {David
checking – need to check if we can escalate this to Telstra/NBN –
need to sus it out a bit more…definitely going on the list of issues
to be reviewed}
Phone outages can be quite lengthy. They often need to
physically replace a part – so it’s a technological problem that
requires someone to physically fix the problem. The phones are
not very loud, and not clear – but they’ve always been like that.
In this area can get incessant clicking in the background.
If you complain too much you get given a satellite phone.
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Phones need to be more reliable.
Slow internet: Husband gets very frustrated at times when
satellite connection is slow.
If there’s a problem:

I check the phones myself and do some basic trouble shooting.
Then I contact other people in the area via Facebook and see if
anyone else is having a problem. Then send an email to Telstra
Radio support people. If it’s only 1 line, I can ring from the other
line. Sometimes they are able to reset in town, sometimes they
have to look into it in more detail.
I can email the RRadio support people – if you get someone good
they get back to you in a couple of days and keep you updated.
If have only 1 line working- they offer to divert the other to the
line that is working, but that can cause issues as people don’t
recognise the number or record that number as being the right
number to ring us on.
I’m not too worried, but my husband gets very frustrated. We
usually only have the 2 of us here. If there were more people or
another family then it would cause a lot of issues.
It’s nice to know what’s going one and being informed about what
is happening.
Telstra RRadio people are very good.
Sometimes the problem can be a flat battery – I do basic trouble
shooting myself.
Skymuster: At moment, I haven’t had cause to contact them. If I
did, I’d call them, tell them it’s out and ask “what’s going on?”
The other house on our property is a different provider – did that
deliberately so have 2 providers – if one’s out, the other one
should work. We go onto a higher plan for that house when we
have staff in it.

If had better (faster,
more reliable,
cheaper) internet:

At the moment we’re not really restricted. The last couple of
years with Skymuster we’re using more downloaded information.
We’re not restricted at the moment. Our desire to download is
increasing as our ability increases.
If I had unlimited – would not have problems with it getting slow
because we’ve gone over our allowance.
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The staff don’t have satellite TV, they could use it for
entertainment – they usually go over the monthly data allowance.
What do you want to
use internet for, but
can’t at the moment:
How can
telecommunications
be improved:

Don’t know what you don’t have or what I’m missing out on.
If it breaks down – keep us informed about what is happening
and how long the outage is going to be – would be very useful eg
1 day vs 10 days. Explanation of what is happening and
communication between provider and user would be very useful.
Internet: Unlimited and cheaper would be useful.
More reliable would be good as well – especially for phones.
I’m a bit sceptical about reliability. I’m concerned regarding
moving onto satellite phones. I don’t want to complain too much
because I don’t want to be put on a satellite phone system.
Satellite phones can have outages for days as well. If it rains, you
still need a technician.

Section on Telehealth
Telehealth
summary:
Improving access to
telehealth:
Final section
Other comments:

Hadn’t heard about telehealth, hasn’t used telehealth but would
like more information and interested in telehealth trails.
Telling people about it would be useful!
Telstra wifi calling is good, but would be great if we could get
SMS messages as well. Some websites require you to have access
to SMS messages.
Have a pretty good relationship with Telstra.
Since the interview both SkyMuster services (2 different
providers, 2 different reasons) failed. One was fixed, the other
still to be resolved.
Both problems logged whilst in nearest major centre (ie not on
site). On my return to site, one connection was fixed by the RSP
resetting remotely. Status of the other fault: Currently have a
logged fault and reference number and waiting for RSP to get in
touch. I rang them recently as I had not heard from them and they
have to send a contractor out. So we are waiting for the
contractor to contact us regarding attendance.

Would you like a summary of the final project report, the final report or updates?
Summary only.
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Case Study 9. Rural Regional; husband and wife living greater than 50 kilometres from a
regional city.
Item
Telecommunications
summary:

Comment
Available in area: Telstra mobile, NBN of some sort, that’s it.
Use: Mobile phone x 3, NBN not connected yet, don’t know
what type. It’s being installed. Had it installed at last place, but
not installed here yet.
Quality and reliability: I don’t have a problem, my phone works
perfect, but don’t know about NBN until its connected.
In the old place, NBN was good at the old place 95% of the time,
sometimes a bit slow.
Value for money: No, because the speed isn’t efficient enough.
We don’t get what we pay for. We pay for 25 down, 5 up, and we
only get 1.5- 2! On the phone we get 29.71 Mbps download 4.56
up!
67ms latency.

Devices:

3 smart phones (1 iphone, 2 Samsung), smart TV (can’t figure out
how to connect Smart TV), don’t use ipads any more. 1 laptop.

Internet use:

Netflix, computer, connect our phones so save phone data, smart
TV, social media.

What’s working
well:
Issues:

Mobile phone is good, and the movies on the smart TV are good.
{Interviewees did some speed tests while we were doing the
interview}
Second test through Sydney 100 ms latency, 45 down, 6 up!
Melbourne tower 92 ms latency, 20 Mbps down
Sydney Oockla speed test 86 ping, 36.46 Mbps down, 4.36 Mbps
up.
How much it costs (phones).
Buffering.
The original date for the NBN install was x, they kept asking if
we have received the box.
I kept telling them that I already have one (from an existing
install). Then because we didn’t pick up the box from the post
office (and there was no box at the post office), we were told to
pick up a new box from the local post office. But they didn’t send
a new box, because we already had one.
So they cancelled that date without notice and I had already taken
the day off work!
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They told me that they no longer could do the install on the X
because we did not collect the box! However, we already have a
box as we are an existing install!
So they changed the date to the Y and they rang me on the
afternoon before saying that they have to change the date because
the NBN people were trying to contact me and I was not
answering the phone calls. This was because the NBN people
were calling the wrong number!
I don’t know how they had the wrong number, but it was them
telling me that NBN was calling the wrong number – but they
were contacting me on the correct number!
(How could NBN have the wrong number when Telstra had the
correct number????).
They didn’t tell us what number NBN had been calling.
So then he explained that the date needed to be changed again,
and I said to him that I had taken the day off work to be there for
the install! He said that the NBN people can’t do it now…and I
said that he needs to call the NBN people and tell them that I have
the equipment and they should come out and do the install.
(Interviewee very angry).
He didn’t do that because the next day (install date) I had a lady
call me to try and make another date for the install. And I was
very angry at her that no-one was coming, I explained to her that
someone needed to come as I had taken the day off work! She
told me it was not possible! She then changed the date to the Z. I
asked her what day that was, she said it was a Monday and I
explained to her that everyone will be at work that day and so the
NBN people will need to come out after 5pm. She then advised
me that the only time allocation she could make was between 1
and 5 pm on the Z (date). So I had no choice but to accept that
allocation. She also explained to me that (because I was angry)
all this time that we had no internet, we could have plugged in our
smart box and received 4G internet all this time! All this time I
have been paying for my plan, all this time I and my husband
have been going over the data allowance on our mobile phones
and I explained to her that not one person in this whole process
has explained that to me! I asked her that she should make sure I
get some sort of rebate. She advised that she could not do that.
And then she just said is that date going to be ok, and I said yes,
and then I hang up because I was very angry.
During the conversation, I ensured she had recorded the correct
phone number. That’s pretty much it, we just have to wait for the
install.
I received a text msg on Y+1 saying “Hi <name>, Please confirm
whether you have received or collected the Telstra smart modem
from post office <local>. Please reply or call us on 1800 431 241
if you need further assistance. Best regards, <name>.
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I have text back that we have already got the equipment necessary
for the install as it is an existing install.
I am very angry and frustrated about this situation.
On the Y+2 I received 2 more similar text messages requesting
that I collect the modem from the local post office.
If there’s a problem:

No issues with phone, except with phone itself. It’s with Telstra –
they have the wider coverage…so happy except for the cost.
Never had an issue with my phone on Telstra except the cost. Has
issues with installation of NBN (see above).

If had better (faster,
more reliable,
cheaper) internet:

Properly, the way it should be used. Wouldn’t be waiting for
buffering and waiting for downloads. I love Netflix. Have issues
with download. Its new to us.

What do you want to
use internet for, but
can’t at the moment:
How can
telecommunications
be improved:

Downloading games like Xbox – running live over internet.

Section on Telehealth
Telehealth
summary:
Improving access to
telehealth:

Better internet speed. Costs too much especially for people on
communities – are governments going to fund it?…for the wider
community? It can’t be provided for free because Telstra would
go under…ACCC should look into this.
Interviewees had heard of telehealth but had not used it, but
would like more information on accessing telehealth.
Being on a video conference rather than phone - 000 would be
much better – the person could see what was going on using
Telehealth! Would be a much faster service – they wouldn’t have
to ask so many questions to work out what is wrong with the
patient! The person calling 000 is often distraught and panicking
- diagnosis would be much more accurate and faster using
telehealth – they don’t have to ask the distraught person what’s
going on, while their person is dying! Person panicking wouldn’t
necessarily be able to listen because they’re panicking. If we used
telehealth there would be a lot less waste of ambulance services.
Telehealth should be free for communities and rural people.
What about people that live on the street? – all they’ve got is their
phone…if they had a medical condition there should be an app on
their phone to videoconference to whomever they need to.
Services talking to each other would be good! Would be a lot less
Ambulance calls out as the videoconferencing would provide
better information.

Final section
Other comments:
Would you like a summary of the final project report, the final report or updates?
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Verbal updates would be good.
Case Study 10. Urban, family with son in large urban city suburb. Interviewee works in the
city.
Item
Telecommunications
summary:

Comment
Available in area: Mobile, Telstra or Optus HFC phone. In
rental property so too complex to ask landlord to change over.
NBN will be available shortly, but haven’t ordered it yet.
Could get cable TV if I wanted.
Mobile service varies.
Use: Home broadband internet, Optus HFC {hybrid fibre
coaxial} network, plus landline – depends on power for phone. If
the power goes off, the phone does not work.
120 Gb – not NBN.
2 x Mobile services with Optus.
Data usage 4 Gb combined.
NBN almost here.
HFC
Quality and reliability: Have problems with the internet during
peak times eg Friday and Saturday night – when trying to get
Netflix, will often drop out or not load, there are delays often.
Don’t tend to make voice calls – so don’t notice if the service
internet drops out. If doing text messaging – doesn’t require the
same level of consistency so don’t notice if the internet has
dropped out.
When using the work (Citrix) system at home, there’s a handful of
internet drop outs during the day. We’re only 8 kms from the city
centre – so would expect better service.
The new work system might be more stable at home as it will be
more direct (no Citrix)
Mobile is not bad at home. Wifi is the main problem.
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We try to minimise unnecessary data download on the mobile
phones by blocking apps from using mobile data.
Value for money: They’re essential now. There isn’t any option.
Doesn’t seem to be a lot we can do about it.
Mobile phone services -probably not.
Home internet – don’t know.
They’re just something you have to pay. Not a discretionary item.
It’s a cost of living.
Devices:

Surface pro, Mac Book and 2 mobile phones, no tablet devices.
Digital Television, but not on internet. Apple TV Box – get
Netflix through that.
Sonos Speaker System that works through wifi – rather than
Bluetooth.
Latest updated version is linked to Alexa – automatically installs
Alexa – not a fan of smart homes due to privacy issues so haven’t
upgraded.

Internet use:

Netflix, music, son does his school work, I work from home on
occasions (web-based work), creative cloud – I do artwork, use
Adobe suite, iCloud for photo storage, keeping in touch with
friends and family, email, keeping up with news, Spotify for
music, Youtube, son does gaming when he’s allowed.

What’s working
well:

When the internet is working well, its fantastic!
When working from home in the morning – it can be very fast and
work very well.
Listening to podcasts – great that I can listen to BBC World
Service – it’s really fascinating.

Issues:

Internet variability: Internet can be better some days than others.
If it’s a cold Sunday, you can tell everyone stays at home
watching Netflix and the service is much worse. Often fails in the
middle of the afternoon on those days.
Mobile doesn’t work in the office in the middle of the City CBD
but 4G at home is OK. Often defaults to wifi network at work.
Mobile wifi very intermittent at work.
Wifi not supported at home to be available throughout home.
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4G Network in the house is ok, It’s a small, long house and the
wifi doesn’t work all throughout the house. The (mobile) phone
works well, but there’s a cap on the phone data download.
Because wifi isn’t always accessible through the whole house,
often the wifi connection moves from the wifi service to the 4G
phone without me realising it and has resulted in much higher
mobile bills – eg can double the bill. Wifi around house is the
most frustrating.
Buying tech can be over-whelming. I tend to buy what I bought
before because it’s reliable.
They are significant purchases – so am thoughtful about quality
and that its going to look good and last.
Interface with service provider is terrible.

Too many people calling them, can be on hold for a very long
time, sometimes say they are going to call back, and sometimes
they do, but I may not be available and they don’t follow through.
They’ve hung up on me. I’ve given up trying to speak to a human
so have to go to on-line chat.
That’s a problem if the internet is not working!
The phone goes out when the power goes out. We have an old
landline touch phone from the 1980s – 1989 I think.
If there’s a problem:

Contacting the service provider is impossible by phone. Have
resorted to on-line chat. Have a better hit rate with On-line chat –
there have been a couple of instances that issues have not been
followed through, but is much better than trying to speak to
someone.

If had better (faster,
more reliable,
cheaper) internet:

Probably in a similar way. Wouldn’t integrate house to internet not a fan of fully internet connected homes. Want some time
away from devices. Want to save more for holidays. However,
might need to upgrade soon -so the cycle continues.
Could be more efficient with respect to work if internet was
better.
Working more efficiently from home.

What do you want to
use internet for, but
can’t at the moment:

Nothing additional, but could work better (more efficiently)
without the frustration!
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Cost and reliability.
How can
telecommunications
be improved:
Section on Telehealth
Has heard of telehealth, but does not use telehealth. Doesn’t
Telehealth
require further information at this point. Google Doc doesn’t
summary:
count.
Improving access to Aside from cost and delays with specialists, prefer face-2-face
consultations. Health costs are quite prohibitive. $90 for a GP
telehealth:
consult!
Bulk billing scarce in the city and is very poor quality. If you
need to see someone for a good diagnosis wouldn’t go to a bulk
billing service – they can make serious mistakes. Had one
instance that I was prescribed medications that caused
anaphylaxis.
There’s a huge variation in health care here. Grateful that I can
usually find the money to go to a decent doctor.
Final section
Other comments:
Would you like a summary of the final project report, the final report or updates?
Absolutely.
{send some info about faraday cages and old buildings with a lot of steel, info about
extenders}.
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Case Study 11. Rural Regional, greater than 50 kilometres from regional city. Young
person between age 18-20. Interview by phone with parents’ permission.
Item
Telecommunications
summary:

Comment
Available in area: Telstra mobile, NBN.
Use: Use wifi at home, and wifi out and about with phone. My
TV runs Telstra TV and Netflix.
Quality and reliability: All right, sometimes reception drops out
and takes forever for downloads and sending videos and stuff like
that.
Value for money: Yes, because…I’m only spending $144 a
month and get 120 G of data!
{Line dropped during interview!}

Devices:

Smart phone, Samsung. TV.

Internet use:

Mostly Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, YouTube, Netflix, and
Messenger and ANZ banking app – I use that every day!

What’s working
well:
Issues:

All the features that I use except when reception drops out.
Everything really works well.
Drop outs: Only got one bar…and that’s how it is most of the
time at home. Not sure when I’m out, don’t really check it. Just
reception, messages won’t send when home, pretty much it.
Works fine when I’m out.

If there’s a problem:

Haven’t really had any problems, except when I got the new
phone, took 24 hrs for the sim to activate. Telstra. Went to large
regional shopping centre to set it up. But text messages wouldn’t
send for 24 hours! It was really weird…it was. Made me so
angry!

If had better (faster,
more reliable,
cheaper) internet:
What do you want to
use internet for, but
can’t at the moment:
How can
telecommunications
be improved:

Probably the same way I do now…I’m on the phone 24/7.
That’s a hard one, everything works for me, its not like I can’t use
it.
Making services more reliable, making it so people who live rural
actually can have good reception…I only have a little spark…just
one triangle!
Cheaper would be good.

Section on Telehealth
Hadn’t heard of telehealth. Explained what telehealth was and
Telehealth
interviewee would like more information: I guess so, I might
summary:
need it one day.
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Improving access to
telehealth:
Final section
Other comments:
Would you like a summary of the final project report, the final report or updates?
Yes verbal would be good.
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Case Study 12. Couple with children running a medical practice in a rural remote town. The
practice is separate from the family home. They have lived in very remote areas in the past.
Item
Telecommunications
summary:

Comment
Available in area: Landlines, ADSL, mobile phone. Don’t have
NBN here yet.
Use: We have landline, mobile phones, broadband ADSL2 – all
with Telstra.
Main reason we’re with Telstra is for the better coverage. There
are 2 carriers in the area – Telstra and Optus. Telstra has always
been better with respect to coverage.
Quality and reliability: The phone line and the mobile are pretty
good. But have had lots of trouble with the broadband. Its been a
bit better recently. Our clinic is a bit closer to the exchange so
that helps. The house is further from the exchange and the service
is much worse. Have had cases when I can’t down load at work
or at home! Over a 6 month period we were regularly getting
under 1 mbps.
Value for money: We’re happy with the mobile. The phones
have got better…phones (landline) have been an issue. Telstra
won’t let you have ADSL without a landline. We joke that we
can get unlimited download at home…but its so slow! We have
dabbled in having Foxtel to watch sport. However, we couldn’t
down load anything! We’re ok with the costs. I think about $90 a
month at home, and $100 a month for the clinic. Cost would be
ok if it was a good and reliable service.

Devices:

Landline – 1 into house, 5 into the business.
ADSL at home and the clinic.
3 mobiles – all smart phones – all iphones.
A lot of laptops: 7 in the house, plus another 2. No desktops at
home. 1 tablet.
2 of my laptops and 1 of my wife’s are for work as well.
At work 5 desktops, a couple of servers, ipad and a couple
laptops.
We use the ipad for telehealth. Its just easier to move around the
clinic with the ipad. Its an ipad pro. We’re in process of getting a
sim card for it so we can go over the 4G network for telehealth.
I’ve just got an iphone 8+.

Internet use:

Telehealth, education – all our staff use for education, one of the
important uses. We also download results, discharge summaries,
pathology, radiology, etc. Reports get sent into the back end of
our clinical software. Some entertainment at home.
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Children use YouTube and some other entertainment.
What’s working
well:
Issues:

We’re happy with the phones, but not broadband (ADSL).
However, it has been ok recently.
Lack of access to additional ADSL connections.
Availability has affected my family – no more ports on ADSL
services in town…so people can’t get any new ADSL connections
now. A relative was paying an exorbitant amount for wireless
over the mobile network – was costing them a fortune! Telstra
were not helpful. So they went to the Ombudsman and got a
reasonable deal that he was happy with. It’s a constant battle to
get on to ADSL - people can’t get new connections. We don’t
have NBN here yet.
Have a Registrar who had a lot of on-line training (including
lectures provided by video conferencing) to do and she couldn’t
get ADSL either. However, she was lucky enough that the
neighbouring hotel let her use their wifi. However, she couldn’t
actually watch lectures via video conferences. She complained
for 3-4 months before she was able to get ADSL. She spent over
a third of her 12 month contract here trying to get adequate
broadband. I can’t remember what channels she went through to
get the issue resolved.
Poor quality and unreliable broadband (ADSL). We had Telstra
visiting the clinic last week. We did a speed test and got 8 mbps
down and 1 mbps upload. The upload is pretty slow. The Telstra
person said “that’s terrible” But that’s the best I’ve ever seen it!
If we get 7 mbps - that’s good. At home can get 4-5 mbps.
Upload is an issue for us. For example specialists (eg
cardiologist, psychologists, etc) at the other end can’t get a good
image. It is a problem for telehealth.
It can get very frustrating when it’s not working very well. We
have lots of updates to do with Operating systems or software. I
have to do them on weekends. It’s not a lot of fun doing updates
on weekends. Sometimes I can’t download them, which becomes
a problem in keeping systems up to date. We’re diligent at
keeping systems up to date, but sometimes unable to do so
because we can’t do the required downloading. It’s not fun and is
very frustrating.
Broadband access is a real problem.
We hardly ever use the landline phone - it basically sits there so
we can have ADSL.
Seasonal contention issues. Our population is about 1,000 people,
but over summer we get an influx of additional people and the
population is then 8-10k! That spike in population grinds the
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internet to a halt - especially in the evenings. There are serious
contention problems when we have those extra people in town.
Mobile reception. Phones (mobile) are pretty good. But we don’t
have reception once we leave town, eg if you go 5 kms out of
town you don’t get any reception. Its then another hour’s drive
before you can get coverage. There’s a little stretch of road that
goes for about half a kilometer that you can pick up text
messages. This is an issue for some people, but we accept the
situation. We have some remote bush around here.
If there’s a problem:

I usually take deep breath, call the help centre at Telstra - and
that’s usually frustrating. They ask me to go through the whole
process…reboot the modem, the computer, etc. I know the drill, I
know to check those basic things, but they don’t accept the fact
that I’ve done that trouble shooting. I have to do it all over again!
I’ve been asked to run a speed test…and its been slow…and they
ask why is it taking so long to download the page! I respond
“that’s why I’m having this conversation with you!” It’s
ridiculous! We just have to wait and go through the process.
They want to know the results of the speed test. I guess they need
to go through their processes. Sometimes it can be a week before
its fixed, sometimes they can refresh from their connection at their
end, and that can fix the problem. Sometimes I have to get a tech
and that can take days to a week.

If had better (faster,
more reliable,
cheaper) internet:

It would just make things a lot easier and more efficient and
reliable at work. Probably wouldn’t have to be as nearly as
particular when doing downloads, software updates, etc. I
currently have to strategize when I do the downloads. I
sometimes set them off in the evening and try to get the download
down at home (when there is less contention) so I’m not relying
on the internet (working adequately) on Saturday morning. I have
to plan to do updates, but don’t necessarily know that the
download will work. Would be good if I could pull it off on the
Saturday afternoon reliably. We could be more efficient. But
currently its really hit or miss.
At home we could watch soccer more, probably wouldn’t do a
whole lot more at home, but would be more enjoyable. We often
watch a family movie on the weekend, but its not fun watching
the little circle going round. Sometimes we just give up on the
movie and go to bed. Home experiences would be better.

What do you want to
use internet for, but
can’t at the moment:

Probably a few things. We recently upgraded the servers. There
was a push to go to the cloud. But we can’t rely on our internet
connection for clinical data and business systems. It fills me with
anxiety moving on to the cloud. We might consider cloud options
if we had better internet.
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Someone is suggesting that we have a cloud back up system at
least, and could possibly do an incremental database backup incremental updates might work…but we’re not sure.
Another option was to have a server at home as a backup. But
I’m a bit concerned about traffic going between the clinic and
house. We’d be a lot more open and enthusiastic (about these
options) if the internet was faster and more reliable.
How can
telecommunications
be improved:

Fibre optic to house would be awesome – a first class system
would great.
The old copper wire was never designed for broadband. It works
great for a phone, not for broadband. If it (internet) still has to
come through that old copper system its going to be ordinary
quality. Reliability, download and upload need to be improved.
Upload quality is required for specialists. If we can’t deliver a
decent up load to our specialists, it impacts on the quality of the
consult. If we were to do anything cloud based we would also
need decent up load speed.

Section on Telehealth
Provide telehealth services.
Telehealth
We do a lot of telehealth. We’re a remote clinic. The closest
summary:
specialist services are regional hospitals which are 2-3 hour’s
drive away. Within our state our closest tertiary service is a 7-8
hour drive. Usually telehealth is done with specialists that travel
to regional areas. That is, those specialists provide telehealth.
But we’ll use any specialists available through the rural workforce
program. This is a program to fund specialists to visit regional
areas. They tend to be specialists that are more willing to provide
telehealth services. I build networks with specialists – that’s a key
factor in providing successful telehealth.
It’s actually the networks that are as important as the technology.
These specialists are motivated to take on remote communities.
They are available to be a port of call and we will use telehealth
from their rooms. That means that they visit regional patients and
they’ll see my patients. My patients get better access to
specialists through telehealth. If they have time in their rooms ie
when they have opportunities (eg planned paperwork time), they
can do telehealth consults. This works really well for our patients.
It gives them better access to that busy tertiary hospital. For
specialists that provide telehealth, I can get my patients in quicker
by telehealth. The initial appointment quality is better as I attend
with the patient (and our clinic nurse). I try to be with patients
and communicate with the specialist. It’s a bit like a case
conference. To me, that is good quality service.
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People talk a lot about the tech, but I think the patient end support
is very important. If you have a clinician with the patient (and
specialist) doing telehealth…the quality of that interaction is
much better.
We have a cardiologist who is very readily available to me and
my patients by phone and our cardiac care is fantastic. Its as good
or better than in the city. The quality of service is better.
Networking with the specialists is important and I manage the
patients at this end. You need a clinician on the ground with the
patient plus the specialist. This results in good quality service.
Its all about upskilling local clinicians.
We tend to use skype and facetime.
My practice nurse is the person that arranges all the telehealth
consults. She basically liaises with the specialist rooms and it’s
up to her to make sure the specialist, patient and GP are all at the
same place at the same time. I call it “Patient end support”. We
provide that coordination of services – nothing is left to chance.
The patient gets a reminder in the mail a week before, the
appointment is logged in our appointment book, the timeslot is for
the nurse and the doctor.
In other practices sometimes GPs don’t turn up (for the telehealth
consult). For telehealth to be successful it needs to be prioritised.
Not in lieu of patient being sent off. Telehealth is more work for
the clinical service. But if they put the work in, telehealth also
improves service: Its safer, clinical handover is better. But they
have to resource the patient end.
In remote Aboriginal clinics they already have a heavy workload
eg having to deal with emergencies, etc. So the patient end needs
to be resourced properly for telehealth to work.
Having a clinician to coordinate care, attend the telehealth
consult, having a clinician to translate for the patient, the nurse
also ensures the GP is attending the consult at the right time. It’s
a high priority for us. It does disrupt my practice, but we give it a
high priority. If we don’t have support for the patient end, it
makes it difficult to do telehealth.
There’s a corporate phycology service that has funding.
However, they won’t provide us the funding for the patient end,
so we had to seek our own funding. There needs to be recognition
of what’s required at the patient end for telehealth to work.
We took up telehealth because I’ve always worked remotely. I
took up telehealth way back when they first started releasing MBS
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items for it in the first 12 months. We did a significant proportion
of total consults.
We have a practice nurse and pay for her. There is some funding
through nursing incentive payments that funds some of our
nursing time. Also just got a grant funded for some more support
for telehealth.
Improving access to
telehealth:

Access to telehealth could be improved by having willing, distant
doctors who are motivated to form relationships with
communities and be available.
Support for the patient end, coordination, facilitation and a
clinician at the patient end. This allows the patient and distant
doctor to know what is happening. It important that there is
support for communities to take up telehealth at the patient end.
Funding that facilitates those things maybe a retention payment
for a community that is doing telehealth. It could be a way to
improve services.
Funding for nurses particularly and patient end doctors. I can
claim my GP MBS item, and will also often see the patient after
the consult with the specialist - so I can go through what
happened in the specialist consult with the patient.
Telehealth is disruptive to the clinic. More funding for local
services for support staffing is needed - this is really important.
It’s the difference between failing and successful telehealth. If
you want it to work it has to be coordinated. Hospitals have a
huge mandate to provide telehealth, but doesn’t matter how well
resourced the hospital end is, for it to work you need to resource
the patient end. A lot of places haven’t understood that
resourcing need.
We had an initial Sign-on grant to fund nursing time of $6k. The
IT isn’t the biggest barrier….except if you don’t have adequate
internet. We’ve had ADSL at 0.1mb sec!
We got a grant for visiting Psychology services….they couldn’t
understand the need for patient end support funding, but they
could understand the IT requirements, so we’re getting a 4G
dongle.
PHN don’t understand patient end support, what’s involved in
coordinating telehealth and the consequences of not resourcing
patient end support.
We’re remote and very motivated. We provide successful high
quality telehealth and I can see why it’s working. If you want
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telehealth in remote Aboriginal communities to work you need to
understand this and how important it is to have a motivated distant
doctor (eg who is willing to take phone a call any time). Its very
reliant on individuals’ motivation. The relationship with the
distant doctor is critical.
Final section
Other comments:

About a year ago we had significant problems with broadband.
We raised this issue and pulled “We’re a medical practice this is
really important” and then we got decent speed broadband. Word
got around town and a lady who had a lot of trouble and issues
with internet approached Telstra. She was interested in my
experience – they had told her that it wasn’t possible to get better
internet. So she wanted a refund and she had the evidence that
better decent broadband was available. She went to Telstra and
the Ombudsman and eventually got a refund on her internet. She
was fighting that for a long time.
We do telehealth with any specialist who is interested, not just the
ones who receive funding for specialist outreach
programs. Although those specialists in involved in the outreach
programs are generally the ones who are motivated to provide
telehealth. We have a number of private city specialists who
make themselves accessible and available for telehealth who we
refer to also.

Would you like a summary of the final project report, the final report or updates?
Summary of final report….key points would be good.
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Appendix B. Ethics documentation.
Consent Form

Consent Form
Case studies and case study analysis into assessing the availability, quality, reliability
and affordability of internet and telecommunications services in Australia – an evidence
based approach.
I have talked to ___________________________ from ______________________
about this project.
 I would like to be part of this research by doing an interview for case study research.
 I would be interested in receiving further reports and information regarding this and
associated projects in the future.
I understand that participation in this research is voluntary and I can withdraw my
participation from the research at any time. I can say NO! without explanation.
I have read the Plain Language Statement and I understand that the research is voluntary, the
data will be anonymous and that participants do not need to answer any questions if they do
not want to.
I give my consent for my interview data to be part of this research and any possibly
identifying information will be removed.
Full name printed:_______________________________
Organisation (if applicable):_______________________
Signed:________________________________________
Date:__________________________________________
For further information about the research, contact Marianne St Clair (Northern Institute,
Charles Darwin University) on 08 8946 7651 or 0427 555 484 or
marianne.stclair@cdu.edu.au or David Murtagh on 0414 199 140 or
david.murtagh@cdu.edu.au.
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Charles Darwin University Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC) has approved this
study (HREC Number H18022). Should you wish to discuss the study with someone not
directly involved, in particular, any matters concerning the conduct of the study or your rights
as a participant, or you wish to make a confidential complaint, you may contact the Ethics
Executive Officer on (08) 8946 6498 or the Manager, Research Office on (08) 8946 6498 or
email ethics@cdu.edu.au.
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Broadband for the Bush (B4BA): info@broadbandforthebush.com.au, PO Box 8500, Alice Springs, NT, 0871
Charles Darwin University: Ellengowan Drive, Casuarina, NT, 0909.

Plain Language (Participant Information) Statement
Project Title: Case studies and case study analysis into assessing the availability,
quality, reliability and affordability of internet and telecommunications services in
Australia – an evidence based approach.
This is yours to keep.
You are invited to participate in a case study that assesses the availability, quality,
reliability and affordability of internet and telecommunications services in
Australia – an evidence based approach.
Chief Researcher: Marianne St Clair BSc (Hons), Research Fellow, Northern Institute,
Charles Darwin University.
Aims: This research will be a source of independent, reliable information on
communications products and services and conduct research into current and
emerging communications consumer issues and technologies.
The specific research questions are:
• How available, affordable, accessible and reliable are the current
telecommunications technologies?
•
•
•

How do people currently use telecommunications technologies?
How would people like to use telecommunications technologies?
Are the differences in issues between urban, regional, rural and remote areas?

Benefits of the study: There is a paucity of scientifically evidence-based data available
on internet and telecommunications and this research will provide those data. The
research will provide data collected and analysed quantitatively and qualitatively to
provide an evidence base for the B4BA and Northern Institute, CDU to base their
activities and inform future research to be undertaken by B4BA and Northern Institute,
CDU in collaboration with a range of organisations. There are no anticipated risks to
participants as a result in this research project. The methods of collecting data will be
designed to minimise the time required by participants to participate in the research.
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Outline and purpose of the study: The Broadband for the Bush Alliance (B4BA) is an
alliance of organisations seeking to advance the digital capacity and capability of
Australians. B4BA with assistance from the Northern Institute, Charles Darwin University
and support from the Australian Communications Consumer Action Network (ACCAN) is
doing research by case study to evaluate people’s access to internet, telecommunications
services and understanding of new accredited health services available via the internet.
A significant effort has been made to increase the availability of telecommunications
services in Australia over the past several years and B4BA is keen to evaluate the impact of
this investment. The first phase of this research is a national survey (currently open until
September 30, 2018) to capture peoples’ access to, and experience of, telecommunications
services across Australia. Initial discussions with stakeholders suggest only a small
percentage of people are satisfied with their telecommunications services. Those that do
have adequate internet are paying significant amounts to telecommunication providers for
the service. The second phase of the research is to do detailed case study interviews and
analysis. The results of this research, with recommendations for future implementation
strategies and research, will be presented at the 2019 Broadband for the Bush Alliance
Forum (approximately June, 2019 http://broadbandforthebush.com.au/) and will be made
available on the B4BA website (www.broadbandforthebush.com.au). It is anticipated a
summary of the research will be made available on the website approximately every 8
weeks.
Participant involvement: We are seeking volunteers to participate in case study
research. A case study is a research method that often involves interviewing participants to
get detailed information about a particular issue or phenomenon. In this project, the
researcher/s will be interviewing volunteers about telecommunications, services and
related issues. Where possible, the interview will be done face to face. If a face to face
interview is not possible, the interview can be done by phone, skype, facetime or other
video conferencing tool.
Participation is voluntary and participants can stop the interview or withdraw at any time
without penalty. Participants will be interviewed once, and this may take 0.5 – 1.5 hours
depending on how much information the participants want to provide to the researcher.
The researcher/s will ask the participant a number of questions (see questions below) and
take notes. The participant can refrain from answering any questions without explanation.
The researcher/s will then type up the notes and send to the participant for them to check,
edit, add or delete material. This gives the participant the opportunity to check the record
of the interview and make any amendments they would like. Should the participant wish
to withdraw from the research at any time, their data will be removed from the database
where the data are located. Once the transcript is finalised, the research team will enter
the data into a software package to summarise key themes that arise from the pooled data.
The analysis will not include personal information and the research team will ensure
participants’ confidentiality is maintained.
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Confidentiality: Only the two researchers on the project will have access to individual
participant’s data. All data will be de-identified, loaded into a database and analysis will be
done on pooled data. The de-identified data will be stored at CDU in password protected
and secure files for a minimum of 5 years. As this is a baseline study, the data may be
stored for up to 10 years. Anonymity: Case studies will be written up anonymously, unless
the participant chooses to make the case study available for another purpose. For example,
if you would like to use the case study for assisting in resolving a telecommunication issue,
the Case Study will be made available with the contact details you choose to include.
Data Storage: The project team will store data as per CDU guidelines. Copies of the
summarised data and de-identified data will be held by CDU on behalf of B4BA and the
principle researchers in highly secure cloud based data repositories for minimum of 5
years. These repositories have the highest quality security and privacy measures. Every
effort will be made to ensure these standards are maintained to ISO best practice level.
Human Ethics Clearance: Charles Darwin University Human Research Ethics Committee
(HREC) has approved this study (HREC Number H18022).
Concerns or complaints: If you have any questions or concerns that you do not want to
direct to the researcher, you are invited to contact the Ethics team of Charles Darwin
University Human Research Ethics Committee on (08) 8946 6498, on the toll free
number, 1800 466 215 or by email. ethics@cdu.edu.au.
For further information about the research, contact Marianne St Clair (Northern
Institute, Charles Darwin University) on 08 8946 7651 or 0427 555 484 or
marianne.stclair@cdu.edu.au or David Murtagh on 0414 199 140
or david.murtagh@cdu.edu.au.
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Case Study Questions

B4BA Research Project: Assess the availability, quality and reliability of internet and telehealth services
in Australia.
B4BA with assistance from the Northern Institute, Charles Darwin University and support from the Australian
Communications Consumer Action Network (ACCAN) is doing research by case study to evaluate people’s
access to internet, telecommunications services and understanding of new accredited health services available
via the internet.
Should you wish to participate in the case study component of this research, these are the questions you will be
asked:

Do you consider yourself in an urban, regional, rural or remote location?
Can you tell me about your telecommunications services?
What is the availability of services in your area?
What is the quality and reliability of telecommunications of services in your area?
Do you think these services are value for money?
What services and devices to you use?
How do you use the internet?
What devices to you use on the internet?
What are the features that are working well for you?
What are the problems you have?
If something goes wrong, what happens?
If you had better, faster, more reliable and cheaper internet, how would you use it?
What do you want to use the internet for that you can’t at the moment?
Have you heard of telehealth services?
Do you use telehealth services?
Tell me about your telehealth experience?
Would you like more information about accessing telehealth services?
How can telecommunications and access to telehealth be improved?
Are there any other comments you would like to make?
Would you like a summary of the final project report, the final report or updates?
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